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Synopsis
In the present thesis, we have attempted to elucidate the nature of dipolar interactions,
hydrogen bonding and charge transfer in various technologically promising molecules
and their polymorphs and between certain large systems like carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
and metal clusters, focusing particularly on the structural variation, electrical and
electronic properties of such species. Through various structural modifications, we have
tried to modulate the extent of charge transfer by tweaking the strength of hydrogen
bonding and other weak interactions like dipole-dipole interactions in these systems. Our
findings support that such interactions are particularly important in modulating carrier
mobilities in, and linear and non-linear optical responses of these classes of systems. We
also find that Coulombic charge transfer between metal clusters and CNT in the metalCNT composites result in semiconductor to metal transition.

The thesis is divided into five chapters:

The first chapter provides a brief introduction to non linear optics (NLO), the
theory of Davydov Splitting and carrier (electron and hole) mobilities from the standpoint
of Marcus’ theory and Quantum-Classical equations. Computational methodologies
together with mathematical expressions for the optical and transport properties discussed
in the preceding chapters have also been illustrated in detail.
In the second chapter, we investigate the effect of intramolecular dipolar
interactions in governing the NLO responses of free base porphyrin. Free base porphyrin
has four pyrrole rings arranged in a coplanar arrangement in such a fashion that the
dipole moments of the pyrrole rings trans to each other cancel, resulting in a net zero
dipole moment of the overall molecule. On the other hand, for N-confused porphyrin, a
synthetic molecule, one of the pyrrole rings is such that its N atom is located outside the
macrocyclic cavity. For this molecule, the dipole moment of the pyrrole ring trans to the
one confused, no longer cancels, resulting in a non-zero ground state dipole moment. We
describe in this chapter how systematically distorting one pyrrole ring out of the co-
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planar condition results in a non-zero dipole moment of the molecule, together with its
NLO responses.
In the third chapter, we consider co-operative phenomena in Magnesium
complexes of structurally similar molecules like Bacteriochlorin, Chlorin and Porphyrin
to understand the nature of long range dipole-dipole interactions, and how such
phenomena affect the light absorption of oligomers of such systems. We find that
monomers of these molecules in the Light Harvesting Complexes (LHCs) are not planar,
the Mg atom being around 0.4 - 0.6 Å out of the plane of the porphyrinoid structural
moiety. We find that the cross sections of optical absorption are larger for the non-planar
conformations than the corresponding planar conformations of all the systems. We also
estimate the differences in light absorption cross-sections of the oligomers of these
systems, particularly considering relative geometrical orientations similar to those found
in the LHCs.
In the fourth chapter, we consider linear hydrogen bonded chains of urea and thiourea and their derivatives to understand the effect of the varying nature of bonding on the
NLO responses and charge mobilities in such linear chains. While molecules of Urea,
N,N’-Dimethyl Urea, Thiourea and N,N’-Dimethyl Thiourea are held in their respective
linear chains by hydrogen bonding, N,N,N’,N’ Tetramethyl Urea and N,N,N’,N’
Tetramethyl Thiourea are held together in linear chains by dipolar interactions. We
attempt to elucidate the contribution of electrostatic forces and mixing of low-energy
states in the intermolecular interactions in these systems. We find that the linear
polarizability (α) increases linearly with increasing chain length; however the first order
non-linear optical response (β) shows an oscillatory behavior. We elucidate such behavior
of β from a simple two-state picture.
Finally, in the fifth chapter, we consider the nature of interactions between
metallic and semiconducting CNTs and metal clusters in elucidating the semiconductormetal transitions of these composites. We consider the noble metals Au and Pt, and
present our results from calculations on various clusters and chains of the metals
physisorbed onto CNTs. We find that the semiconducting CNTs upon interaction with the
physisorbed metal clusters become metallic. Metallic CNTs, however, fail to show
transition to semiconductors upon adsorption of metal clusters onto them.
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Chapter I

I.

Introduction:

This introductory chapter is divided into the following three sections:
1.1. Introduction to Non-Linear Optical Phenomenon in molecules and materials
1.2. Introduction to the Exciton Theory of Molecular Interactions
1.3. Introduction to the Charge Carrier Mobilities in Organic Molecular Solids

1.1 Introduction to Non-linear Optical Phenomena in
Molecules and Materials
A molecule undergoes distortion when exposed to an external electric field. The atoms
develop a separation of charges that leads to the formation of instantaneous dipoles which
tend to counteract the external electric field, which leads to charge separation. In the case
where there is an electromagnetic radiation, its oscillating electric field component
creates dipolar oscillation in the system. The system then emits light of frequency as that
of the oscillating dipole. Since there can be an out-of-plane component of this induced
electromagnetic wave, there occurs a phase shift in the emerging wave. This phase shift is
the refractive index of the medium.
Under the influence of this external oscillating electric field, the material becomes
polarized, with an induced dipole moment. Each constituent molecule acts as a dipole,
with a dipole moment, Pi. The dipole moment vector per unit volume P is given by,
P   Pi

(1.1.1)

i

where, the summation is over the dipoles in the unit volume. The induced polarization in
the material depends upon the strength of the (oscillating) electric field. For a weak field
one can write the polarization as,

P  E

(1.1.2)
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where, χ is called the polarizability of the medium. The polarizability is related to the
dielectric constant (ε) of the medium by,

  1  4

(1.1.3)

If we consider the polarization of a molecule or an atom, rather than that of the material
as a whole, the (molecular) polarization can be written as,

i   E

(1.1.4)

where, α corresponds to the polarizability of the molecule. The polarizability of the total
system is directly proportional to the number of charges present in it.
The wavelike properties of light are described by an oscillating electromagnetic
field, E(r,t) . Consequently, the material response P, and its linear susceptibility are also
time and space dependent properties. Thus the equation (1.1.2) modifies to,
P(r , t )    rri E (ri , t )

(1.1.5)

ri

Thus it can be seen that the polarization can be induced in a different direction to that of
the electric field. This occurs due to the fact that the polarizability is a tensorial quantity.

Nonlinear optical processes
After the invention of lasers [1], the field of optics took a new turn, especially towards its
nonlinear aspects. This is because the intensity of the lasers being high, the non-linear
aspects of polarization by light become more prominent. The bulk polarization P, for
strong external field is then defined by a phenomenological power series expansion in
terms of the external applied electric field as [2-4]:
P   (1) E   (2) EE   (3) EEE  ...

(1.1.6)

where,  ( n ) is the nth order susceptibility of the medium and E represents the total
electric field experienced by the system. The nth order susceptibility is a tensor quantity
of rank (n+1) which has 3n+1 elements [5]. Thus,  (1) is a second rank tensor with nine
elements,  (2) is a third rank tensor with twenty seven elements,  (3) is a fourth order
tensor with eighty one elements, and so on. This number is of course drastically reduced
by symmetry requirements as all the elements are not linearly independent, and in most
practical materials much fewer elements are required to describe the tensor. Thus, on the
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application of a strong electric field, the optical characteristics of a medium which
depend on the susceptibility, such as dielectric permittivity and refractive index etc., all
become a function of the field [6-9].
Although optoelectronic effects like Pockel’s [10] and Kerr’s [11] effects were
known much before lasers came into practice, the possibility of exploiting a
monochromatic light beam for the production of non-linear optical phenomenon was first
experimentally shown by Frenken et al [12]. They observed ultraviolet light at twice the
frequency of ruby laser (  = 6493 Å), when the light was made to travel through a quartz
crystal. Also about at the same time there were examples of multi-photon absorption
processes through which one could access high energy states which are otherwise
forbidden by dipolar transitions, with relatively low energy photons [13].
These experiments attracted huge attention from the science community and
marked the beginning of a rich field called Nonlinear optics [14, 15].

The field

experienced a tremendous growth with the development of newer lasers [16, 17]. The
developments of lasers are due to the seminal works of Townes, Basov, and Prokhorov
(Nobel Prize 1964) [18] and N. Bloembergen (Nobel Prize 1981) [19]. In short, lasers are
sources of coherent light, characterized by a high degree of monochromaticity, high
directionality, and high intensity or brightness. With dye lasers it is possible to range over
the entire spectrum of visible light and even to the near IR region.
The manifestation of the non-linear optical behavior can be clearly seen by
substituting a sinusoidal field E  E0  E1 cos t in the place of the static electric field in
equation(1.1.6), to get:

P  ( E0  E1 cos t )  (1)  ( E0  E1 cos t ) 2  (2)  ( E0  E1 cos t )3  (3)  ... (1.1.7)
Rearranging the above equation,

P  (  (1) E0   (2) E0 2   (3) E03 )
 (  (1) E1  2  (2) E0 E1  3 (3) E0 2 E1 ) cos t
 (  (2) E12  3 (3) E0 E12 ) cos 2 t

(1.1.8)

 (  (3) E13 ) cos3 t
Using the relations cos 2 t  (1  cos 2t ) / 2 , cos3 t  (cos 3t  3cos t ) / 4 one gets:
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P   (1) [ E0  E1 cos t ]
1 2
1
E1  2 E0 E1 cos t  E12 cos 2t ]
2
2
3
3
  (3) [ E03  E0 E12  3E0 2 E1 cos t  E13 cos t
2
4
3
3
 E0 E12 cos 2t  E13 cos 3t ]  ...
2
4
  (2) [ E0 2 

(1.1.9)

The first terms in the brackets for all  ( n ) are constant factors. They give rise to a dc field
across the medium.

Second-Order Optical Processes
Now let us consider the processes associated with the

 (2) in details. From

equation(1.1.9),

P (2)   (2) [ E0 2 

1 2
1
E1  2 E0 E1 cos t  E12 cos 2t ]
2
2

(1.1.10)

The coefficient E0 E1 corresponds to the linear electro-optic effect and is represented
as  (2) ( ;  , 0) . The sign attached to a frequency is negative if the photon is emitted and
is positive if a photon is absorbed. The last term which is multiplied to the squared ac
electric field and has a frequency 2 in equation (1.1.10) is called the second harmonic
generation. Considering that two coherent light waves of unequal frequencies 1 and 2
are traveling in the medium, the 2nd and 4th terms from equation (1.1.10) become:

 (2)

1 2
E1 [cos(1  2 )t  cos(1  2 )t ]
2

(1.1.11)

Thus, one has two new frequencies (1  2 ) and (1  2 ) . This phenomenon is known
as optical mixing. While (1  2 ) is called sum-frequency generation (SFG), (1  2 ) is
called the difference frequency generation (DFG). The SHG process, actually, is a special
case of SFG where the frequencies of both the photons are equal, i.e. 1  2 .
A solution or glass, in its natural form being random, does not exhibit any second
order effect. For biological systems, important second order effects are associated with
interference and electric field poling. Surface induced SHG from a biological membrane
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provides a powerful method for SH imaging for selectively probing interactions and
dynamics involving membranes [20]. The electric field induced SHG, also called EFISH
provides an excellent probe for membrane potentials and has been found to be very
promising for use in bio-imaging [21, 22].

Symmetry requirement for Second Order Processes
In 1962, it was proposed by Kleinman that in many non-linear processes, where all the
interacting frequencies are far away from resonances, energy is simply exchanged
between the fields and not dissipated in the medium [23, 24]. This amounts to
susceptibility tensors being invariant under any permutation of their Cartesian indices.
For instance, in the  (2) , the symmetry relations give rise to:

 ijk2   ikj2   2jik   2jki   kij2   kji2

(1.1.12)

Thus due to Kleinman symmetry relations, the number of independent components of

 (2) reduces from 27 to 10.
For a medium to exhibit frequency conversion processes mediated by  (2) , the
medium must have non-zero  (2) . This condition requires that at a molecular level the
non-linear coefficient  must be non-zero. Furthermore, the orientationally averaged
sum of  at all sites that give rise to macroscopic  (2) should not be zero. These two
conditions lead to the following symmetry requirements for the realization of  (2)  0 :
1.

For non-centrosymmetric molecules (i.e. molecules with without any

inversion symmetry),  being an odd rank (3rd rank) tensor, is not zero.
2.

The molecules in the bulk are arranged in a non-centrosymmetric structure.

Only then the overall  (2) is non-zero.
A molecular design often uses systems like D-(linkers)-A, where the Ds and As
are usually polar moieties, and are very efficient in increasing the dipole moment of the
total systems drastically. The linkers may be composed of π-conjugated chains, dipolar
aggregates or hydrogen bonded molecules.

Classic examples of systems where the

linkers are π-conjugated chains are linear chains of para-nitroaniline. Linear chains of
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dipolar systems, as well as hydrogen bonded chains have been extensively considered for
the realization of high values of second order polarizability coefficients [25, 26].

Calculation of Non-linear Optical Polarizabilities
For the calculation of microscopic nonlinearities, there are many approaches. The three
most extensively used methods will be introduced here. These are Finite field approach,
Sum-Over-States approach, and Correction Vector Method.

Finite field approach:

The finite field approach expands the energy of the system in terms of the static field, F
as:

1
1
1
E ( F )  E (0)  i Fi   ij [ Fi Fj ]  ijk [ Fi Fj Fk ]   ijkl [ Fi Fj Fk Fl ]... (1.1.13)
2
6
24
The optical response functions are  ,  ,  and  are the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order
derivatives of the energy with respect to the static field respectively. These derivatives
are calculated numerically using a five point formula, where the energies at five different
field conditions; F = 0, F = F, F = 2F, F = -F and F = -2F, and a truncated series of the
above expansion is used to derive the various order derivatives [27, 28]. For example,
5
4
1
[ E (0)  [ E ( Fi )  E ( Fi )]  [ E (2 Fi )  E (2 Fi )]
3
12
 ii  2
2
Fi

(1.1.14)

1
[ E ( Fi )  E ( Fi )  [ E (2 Fi )  E (2 Fi )]
2
iii 
Fi 3

(1.1.15)

Although this method has been quite popular, it suffers from the following limitations:
The numerical n-point formula for calculation of the energy derivatives is valid only at
very low field strengths like 0.001 Volt. The energies need to be extremely accurate for
the calculation of the derivatives. As the molecular integrals in quantum chemical
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calculations are seldom more accurate than 10-21 eV, the finite field procedure for the
calculation of hyperpolarizabilities may be not be reliable enough.

Sum-Over-States Approach:

The sum over states (SOS) approach has its basis in a perturbation theory method
developed by Ward and Orr to account for the effects of an externally applied
electromagnetic field on the motion of the electrons [29, 30]. Under the influence of the
oscillating field the electrons will be perturbed and the resulting polarization in the
molecule can be obtained by the inclusion of the field as a perturbation
H 1  e( Er ) sin t

(1.1.16)

to the Hamiltonian and collecting terms of appropriate orders in the electric field. In this
expression, E is the amplitude of the field and r is a coordinate associated with the
position of the electrons and is calculated from
r   ra

(1.1.17)

a

in which a is summed over all the electrons and

e.r  

(1.1.18)

The polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities are expressed as an infinite sum over
various excited states in which the numerators contain dipolar integrals of the type
m  p i , j , k n

(1.1.19)

where m  n . It corresponds to the transition dipole moment between the two states m
and n. The expression for the polarizability is then given by,

 ij ( )  
m

g  j m m i g
e 2 g i m m  j g
[

]

(mg   )
(mg   )

(1.1.20)

In this expression ‘g’ refers to the ground state and ‘m’ refers to excited state with

mg  m  g . The first hyperpolarizability term  [( p  q );  p , q ] , which is
responsible for the SHG, is given by,
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ijk [( p  q );  p , q ]  P 
mn

e 3 g i n n  j m m  k g
[
2 2 (ng   p  q )(mg   p )



g  j n n i m m  k g

(1.1.21)

(ng  q )(mg   p )
g  j n n  k m m i g
(ng  q )(mg   p  q )

]

The symbol P indicates that the summations must be performed over all permutations of
the Cartesian indices i, j and k, with the electric field frequencies  p and q . This
summation generates terms that are products of the transition dipole moment matrix
elements and also the sums and differences of the dipole moments between the ground
states and the excited states, as well as between various excited states. The above
expression simplifies to an interestingly simple equation if one considers the properties of
the molecule to be approximated by the simple two-state model. The two-state model can
be appreciated from a Davydov approach, as discussed in the next section of the current
chapter.

Correction-vector Method:

In practice the SOS method can be expected to give valid results if the systems are such
that the convergence is rapid, especially considering the fact that the excited states are
added as a perturbative expansion. For the case of linear polarizability, this criterion is
met, as the small number of excitations associated with charge transfer across the system
is the main contributor to the linear polarizability of the system. However for the
calculations of hyperpolarizabilities, a slow convergence poses a problem for the
computation of a large number of excitations. This makes the calculation of
hyperpolarizabilities extremely slow.
Another method developed by Soos and Ramashesa [31], for the computation of
NLO coefficients, involves the variational calculation of the first and second order
correction vectors i (1) (1 ) and ij (2) (1 , 2 ) to the unperturbed ground state in the presence
of perturbation. These vectors can be solved from the two inhomogeneous linear
equations as:
10
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( H  E0  1  i ) i (1) (1 )   i G

(1.1.22)

( H  E0  2  i ) ij (2) (1 )   j i (1) (1 )

(1.1.23)

where, H is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, E0 is the ground state energy, 1 and 2 are
frequencies, and

 i is the component of the dipole displacement operator,

 i  ˆ i  G ˆ i G

and  is the average lifetime of the excited states. Once the

correction vectors are calculated, the NLO coefficients can be readily determined as:

 ij ( )  i (1) (1 ) ˆ j G  i (1) (1 ) ˆ j G

(1.1.24)

ijk (1 , 2 )  Pijk [ i (1) (1  2 ) ˆ j k (1) (2 ) ]

(1.1.25)

where Pijk are permutation operators. The tumbling average quantities  ,  are defined
as:




1
 (ii )
3 i

 
i

i

*
i

1
;  i   ( ijj   jij   jji )
3 i

(1.1.26)

where the sums are over the coordinates x, y, z, and i* refers to the conjugate of the  i
vector. The advantage of defining the tumbling average NLO coefficients is that it allows
for the comparison of the calculated results with the values from experiments. It maybe
noteworthy to mention that low values of electric field (typically, electric field of up to
0.5 volt/nm ) do not perturb the nuclear geometry of the system or the lattice and are
sufficient for the polarization of electronic states and thus can be safely incorporated in
theoretical calculations [32].
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1.2 Introduction to the Exciton Theory of Molecular
Interactions
The development of materials with large NLO responses is of great technical, industrial
and synthetic importance particularly from the standpoint of optical materials that are
used in the propagation of light. In this regard, the response of materials to an external
electric field has received tremendous focus, from the lasers to optical switches. Some of
the best NLO responses are showed by organic π-conjugated materials [33]. Another
added advantage of using organic systems is that they are easy to synthesize, and
integrate into a device, and very importantly properly orienting them into the device is
very easy [34]. The ‘orientation’ is very crucial in realizing the full potential of these
materials.
When we talk about the importance of orientation, we mean that by varying the
orientation of the molecules in the materials or aggregates, we can manipulate the
electronic states of the system towards realization of higher NLO responses. It would thus
be of fundamental interest to understand theoretically the role of changing orientation in
molecular aggregates on the energy shift and polarization of local environments. In the
following section we present the exciton theory based on the Davydov splitting for
molecular aggregates considering different orientations of the monomers.

Exciton model for the molecular aggregates:

We discuss here a basic model to explain the electronic excitations of one-dimensional
molecular aggregates. The exciton theory is the theory of interaction between the
excitonic states formed as a result of electron correlation. In self assembled aggregates
with low packing densities, the excitons are considered to be Frenkel excitons where the
electron and hole of a mono-excitation are located on the same molecular site. To
develop a simple theory, composite molecules are considered, which includes van der
Waals dimers, trimers and higher order aggregates. As has been shown [35], if the direct
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overlap between the chromophoric MOs is negligible, then the exciton interactions can be
expressed in the direct product basis of the chromophoric MOs.
The zeroth order Hamiltonian for the mth molecule alone in an aggregate can be
written as
H m   km ( E k , m ) km

(1.2.1)

k

where, km specifies the kth electronic state of the mth molecule. The wavefunction for the
N number of molecules (in an aggregate) can be approximated by a linear combination of
product functions k1 , k2 ,..., km ,...k N where the km’s are the kth electronic states for the mth
molecule. If the electronic exchange interactions are considered, the excitations will be
the admixtures of charge transfers states which correspond to Wannier type excitons.
However it is assumed here that intermolecular distances are too large to make electron
exchange effects quite negligible, at least in low order. The ground state of N molecules
is then the tensorial product of the molecular ground states.
G  G1 , G2 ,..., Gm ,...GN

(1.2.2)

Each molecular excitation gives rise to a band of N degenerate product states in the zeroth
order. For excitation ‘e’ in the mth molecule, it reads
m, e  G1 , G2 ,..., Gm 1 , em , Gm 1 ,...GN

(1.2.3)

In general the spatial structure of an aggregate is not well defined. However,
translational symmetry can be assumed to be valid in case of a molecular crystalline
system. Here, the case of a perfect molecular aggregate is considered. The exciton
coupling interaction term is denoted as Hm,n for the interaction between the monomers, m
and n. the energy expressions are derived with the general Hm,n terms. For the N
monomers, energy matrix for an excitation e, for the perturbation Hm,n will have the
general form
 Ee

 H 2,1
[ Emn ]  EG ( N  1)   H 3,1

 
H
 N ,1

H1,2
Ee

H1,3
H 2,3

H 3,2

Ee





H N ,2

H N ,3

 H1, N 

 H 2, N 
 H 3, N 


 
 Ee 

(1.2.4)
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where, EG

and

Ee are the ground state energy and energy of the excitation ‘e’

respectively. The matrix is assumed to be symmetric. However the above equation can
be solved for a number of limited cases. Imposing either periodic or open-boundary
condition in a one-dimensional case, the energies of the N perturbed states can be written
as,

E (q)  ( N  1) EG  Ee  2 H m,m 1 cos q  2 H m ,m  2 cos 2q  2 H m,m 3 cos 3q  ... (1.2.5)
where, the energies are written in momentum space, q. We note here that for both
periodic and open boundary conditions, the q space energies are same, although the
wavefunctions are completely different.
An analytical solution of the above expression can be obtained only for the
nearest neighbor case. Assuming H m,m 1 as the strongest coupling, and therefore,
neglecting all other types of coupling, the width of the excitation band e can be estimated
to be 4 H m,m 1 for periodic and 4 H m ,m 1 cos( / N  1) for the open chain case. However if
all other ( m  n  1) H m ,n couplings are considered, the width will be increased by 25% of
the nearest neighbor values. Moreover, the allowed transition is different for two different
boundary conditions. For an open chain, the allowed transitions are to the states
with q   / ( N  1), 2 / ( N  1),...., N  / ( N  1) . For the periodic chain, however, the
transitions are to the momentum states with q  0,  / N , 2 / N ,...., ( N  1) / N values. In
the subsequent discussion, we consider the expressions for the coupling element H m,n ,
between m and n, and then discuss the consequences of the arrangement of monomer
molecules on the allowed electric dipole transitions.
For dipolar molecules, the strongly allowed transition would be to the lowest
exciton state and the coupling interactions can be approximated at large distances by a
point-dipole model. Assuming all molecules to be the same, the coupling interactions can
be written as,
H m ,n 

 
M ij  M ij
3
rmn



 
 
3( M ij rmn )( M ij rmn )
5
rmn

(1.2.6)



where, M ij is the transition dipole moment from state i to state j of the monomer and rmn is
the vectorial distance between the molecular centers m and n. It is to be noted that both
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Figure 1.2.1: schematic representation of excitonic splitting due to dipole-dipole
interactions for various molecular orientations. The arrows indicate the vector quantities.
 is the angle between the dipoles and  is the angle between the dipole and its
molecular axis. Different orientations of the monomers are shown in the dimeric system,
with D  A representing the dipolar axis. Each molecule has tow levels, G and E .
The arrows between the states indicate the allowed transitions. The split states of the
composite systems are indicated by dashed lines.
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the transition dipole moment and the molecular axis, being vectorial quantities, the
magnitude of interaction will depend crucially on the relative orientations of the dipolar
molecules as well as on the axis joining their centers. We shall present here a quasiclassical vector treatment to this interaction as we assume electrostatic interaction
between the transition moments.

Excitation Spectra in Molecular aggregates:

A number of cases can be analyzed where the dipolar monomers are arranged in various
orientations. Let us assume that in the aggregate the chromophores are arranged as shown
in figure 1.2.1. The directions shown there correspond to the polarization axis of the
corresponding chromophores. The aggregate is constructed such that the chromophores
are oriented with an angle  between them and an angle  created between each
monomer with its molecular axis. It is quite simple to derive the splitting energy in this
case, from equation (1.2.6),

E  2

M gs2
3
mn

r

(cos   3cos 2  )

(1.2.7)

Therefore a singlet excited state of the monomer molecule would split according to the
angles ( ,  ) . Let us now derive the splitting patterns for the dimer. The ground state and
the excited state in the two monomers can be expressed as g1 , e1

and g 2 , e2

respectively. On the formation of the head-to-tail arrangement of the dimer,  ,   0, 0 , as
shown in figure 1.2.1.a, the ground state of the dimer G  g1  g 2
favorable
E1 

dipole-dipole

attractive

term

while

the

excited

is stabilized by a
state

splits

into

1
1
[ e1  g 2  g1 e2 ] and E2 
[ e1  g 2  g1 e2 ] . Since the dipolar interaction
2
2

is attractive for the head to tail arrangement, E1
dipole-allowed transition is G  E1

is lower in energy than E2 . The

while G  E2

is forbidden. Clearly the

transition energy is smaller for the allowed transition when compared to that of the
transition for the monomers. Thus a red shift is observed in the absorption spectra.
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Interestingly, for the repulsive head-to-head dipolar arrangement, the ground state
is destabilized, and the excited states are given as E1  
and E2  

1
[ e1  g 2  g1 e2 ]
2

1
[ e1  g 2  g1 e2 ] . In this case E1 is greater in energy than E2 . Thus
2

the allowed transition G  E1

involves larger energy and the absorption maximum

will be blue shifted.
We consider next, another arrangement of dipoles that one commonly comes
across while perusing crystal structures of various molecules. These are the stacked
parallel or anti-parallel arrangements, as shown in figure 1.2.1.b. For the parallel
arrangement, the ground state of the dimer
unfavorable
E1 

interactions,

while

the

G  g1  g 2

excited

state

1
1
[ e1  g 2  g1 e2 ] and E2 
[ e1  g 2  g1 e2 ] .
2
2

is destabilized due to
splits

into

two:

However, now due to

dipole-dipole repulsion E1 is destabilized in comparison to E2 . On the other hand,
when we consider stacked anti-parallel arrangement, both G and E1 are stabilized,
and the transition corresponds to G  E1 .
However what we must remember is that the linear and the stacked arrangements
are specific cases, and should be easily derived from a generalized case, where the
dipolar arrangement is not linear. For such generalized cases, both the states E1 and E2
are accessible from the ground state, with varying oscillator strengths depending on the
transition electric dipoles.
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1.3 Introduction to the Charge Carrier Mobilities in
Organic Molecular Solids
The study of charge transport in organic semiconductors and bio-molecules alike has
been a subject of great interest since the past two decades [36]. This interest arises not
only from the technological viewpoint which involves the application of this knowledge
to further the development of devices like Field Effect Transistors (FETs) [37], and
Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) [38], but also in understanding the role of
charge carriers in governing the biological functions of DNA, Metal-DNA complexes
[39], as well as complex biological photo-active systems like Porphyrins and bacterial
membrane

proteins

[40].

The

discovery

of

organic

molecules

exhibiting

electroluminescence [41] has further fuelled the interest in these quantities.
In any conductor, the specific electrical conductivity, σ, is defined by Ohm’s law:

j E

(1.3.1)

where, j is the current density and E is the applied electric field. Typical values of σ range
from 10-30  1cm 1 to 1010  1cm 1 . Schematically shown in figure 1.3.1, organic
semiconductors have σ values in the lower region of the schematic.
In the simplest case of any conducting solid, the current is due to only a single
type of charge carrier with a charge q (which is equal to e, the electronic charge, for
electron conductors). The density of these carriers is then denoted as ne. If the charge
carriers then move with a drift velocity vD, an electric current flows with the current
density, given by,
j  qne vD

(1.3.2)

vD  v is the mean value of the velocity of all the charge carriers. In an electric field

we have,

vD 


E
qne

(1.3.3)
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Figure 1.3.1: Typical specific electrical conductivities of some common materials.

The proportionality constant in the relation between vD and E is called the charge carrier
mobility  . Thus,
vD   E

(1.3.4)

It is important to note here that the quantity  is independent of the electric field, and
hence intrinsic to a particular material. As the drift velocity, vD , is an average over all the
charge carriers, the choice of a good conductor should be such that the electron and hole
mobilities be similar in magnitude. To this regard, materials like amorphous Si prove to
be very promising, particularly because the magnitudes of both the electron and hole
mobilities are comparable, and individually high, thus adding up to the total mobility of
the system.
In general, due to the amorphous nature of organic solids, charge densities within
the materials are strongly localized on the atomic positions. In materials governed by
positional and energetic disorder, charge transport occurs via hopping [42] between the
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localized sites. The description of hopping transport can be adequately simplified by
employing the concept of transport energy, Et [43]. Charge carriers in shallow energy
sites (Ei < Et) will hop to sites with lower energy (Ei < E) that are close by. For charge
carriers at lower energy sites (Ei > Et), the most probable hop upwards in energy is a hop
to a site with E ~ Et, regardless of the value of Ei. This means that hopping transport
processes within the system are dependent on Et [44]. In organic semiconductors, the
transport energy plays the role of the mobility edge, which in inorganic non-crystalline
semiconductors, is the energy separating the delocalized sites from the localized sites in
the conduction or valence bands.
Thus, organic conductors have mobilities that are very less when compared to the
typical values of inorganic systems like amorphous Si. However, the advantage of using
organic conductors is that they are light weight and considerably easy to synthesize.
Further, recent research demonstrates the use of polymers of thiophene derivatives to
have charge carrier mobilities comparable to that of amorphous Si [45]. However, the
challenge to increase the values of charge carrier mobilities to at least half the value as
that for inorganic systems still remains for both technologists and scientists alike. To this
regard, molecular modeling can provide insights for the selection and fine-tuning of the
materials [46].
Single crystals of organic conductors provide pathways of hopping through
intermolecular weak forces such as  stacking and subtle interactions such as CH  interactions. In fact, these weak intermolecular forces effectively control the
packing of molecules in crystals and thin films [47]. Even very small variation of these
forces leads to the formation of different polymorphs [48]. The geometry of the crystal
plays a very important role in governing the strength of these weak interactions. Hence,
the extent to which these interactions provide hopping pathways is greatly altered by the
geometry of the crystal. The charge carrier mobilities, especially for that of the electron,
are extremely sensitive to the presence of traps and disorders in the solid state [49].
Generally, for most  conjugated organic systems, the hole conductance values are at
least an order more than that for the electron. For a few systems like perylene and some
related structures, however, the values of electron mobilities are larger than the hole
mobilities [50].
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Methodology for the calculation of Charge Carrier Mobilities in Organic Molecular
Solids:
Charge hopping in most organic and inorganic semiconductors can be adequately
modeled by the Marcus Theory of Non-Adiabatic electron transfer reactions. In order to
understand the foundation of such a theory, we first need to understand what is adiabatic
and diabatic (more commonly called non-adiabatic) electron transfer. According to the
IUPAC gold book [51], electron transfer process in which the reacting system has to
cross over between different electronic surfaces while passing from reactants to products,
is called a diabatic process. For non-adiabatic electron transfer, the electronic
transmission factor is much lesser than unity. On the other hand, adiabatic electron
transfer processes are those in which there is no change of electronic state or multiplicity.
In such a process, no quantum jump occurs from one electronic state (say, the reactant
state, in which the electron density is more localized on the donor end of the complex) to
the other (the product state, in which the electron density is more localized on the
acceptor end of the complex, in this case); instead the electron lingers at the barrier, and
the curves smooth out to form a continuum, with a quasi state at the top of the activation
barrier. DeVault’s explanation [52] is: “Briefly, since nuclear motion is generally much
slower than electronic motion, one can approximate the electronic part of the
wavefunction of a molecular system by solving for it with nuclei fixed in position. The
electronic energy eigenvalues obtained this way, when plotted as a function of the nuclear
positions, form adiabatic surfaces which form potential energy surfaces for nuclear
motion. However, when the nuclei are allowed to move, the wavefunctions arrived at by
this approximation are no longer exactly eigenfunctions and they can change
spontaneously from one to another. The matrix elements causing the changes are made
from the terms neglected in the approximation and are called ‘non-adiabaticity operator’.
This operator involves derivatives of both electronic and nuclear wavefunctions with
respect to nuclear coordinates”. The reactions which are non-adiabatic are usually for
systems that have weakly coupled donor and acceptor electronic states.
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To a reasonable approximation, each hopping process can be understood as a non
adiabatic electron transfer reaction. For such cases we utilize the Markus theory to
calculate the rate of charge transfer (W) between neighboring molecules.
1
2
  3 2

2 H mn
 
W

 exp  

h   k BT 
 4 k BT 

(1.3.5)

where, Hmn is the coupling element between the a pair (m,n) of molecules, and λ is the
reorganizational energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature (300 K
for our calculations). The reorganization energy, λ, is defined as the change in the free
energy if the reactant state were to distort to the equilibrium configuration of the product
state without transfer of the charge.
From equation (1.3.5), it is clear that the rate of hopping (W) would be high if the
reorganization energy (  ) is low, and intermolecular coupling ( H mn ) is high.
Between any pair of molecules, the diffusion coefficient is related to the hopping rate as,
D

1
2d

2

r W
i

2

i

(1.3.6)

i

where, d is the dimensionality of the system, r is the distance between the pairs of
molecules considered, and Wi is the probability of the charge carrier hop to the ith
neighbor, normalized over the total hopping rate (  Wi ).
i

The drift mobility,  , due to hopping can then be evaluated from the Einstein
relation for a given temperature, as,



e
D
k BT

(1.3.7)

where, e is the electronic charge.
The reorganizational energy (  ) contains both inner-sphere ( i ) and outer sphere
( o ) components;   i  o . Generally, the λ value depends on fast changes in the
molecular geometry (the inner sphere contribution) and slow variations in the solvent
polarizations of the surrounding medium (the outer sphere contribution). In the case of
gas-phase calculations, however, the latter contribution is generally neglected, so that the
changes in the molecular geometry (as the system proceeds from the reactant state to the
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product state) become the dominant factor. The reorganizational energy depends on the
charge carrier considered. For hole conductors, the reorganizational energy is calculated
as,
*
hole  ( E*  E )  ( Ecation
 E)

(1.3.8)

where, E is the optimized ground state energy, E is the optimized energy of the cationic
*
molecule, Ecation
is the energy of the neutral molecule in cationic geometry, and E* is the

energy of the cationic molecule in neutral geometry. Similarly, for the electron
conductors, the reorganizational energy is calculated as,
*
electron  ( E*  E )  ( Eanion
 E)

(1.3.9)

where, E is the optimized ground state energy, E is the optimized energy of the anionic
*
molecule, Eanion
is the energy of the neutral molecule in anionic geometry, and E* is the

energy of the anionic molecule in neutral geometry. However it is very important to note
that the reorganizational energy of a particular molecule, be it either an electron
conductor or a hole conductor, in the gas phase, is very different from that of the
molecule in the crystal. This is because for the molecule in the crystal structure, there are
many neighboring interactions that perturb the electronic structure of the molecule
sufficiently to yield completely different reorganizational energy values.
At the molecular level, one of the key parameters for the calculation of charge
carrier mobilities is the electron transfer element Hmn, which expresses the ease with
which the charge carrier may be transferred between two interacting molecular systems.
For most organic semiconductors, it is sufficient to consider the frontier orbitals of the
interacting molecular species. In such a case, for calculating the electron transfer matrix
element, Hmn, between two adjacent molecules, we use Markus-Hush two-state model
[53], where HOMO and LUMO of both the monomers constituting the dimer are
considered. Due to electrostatic interactions between the monomers, which are labeled as
the donor and acceptor , the double degeneracy of both the HOMO and LUMO is lifted,
giving four levels corresponding to HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO, LUMO+1 of the dimer.
The transfer matrix element for the hole and electron conductors in a homonuclear
system (same site energies) are calculated as,
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1 dimer
dimer
EHOMO  EHOMO
1
2
1 dimer
dimer
 ELUMO
1  ELUMO
2

hole
H mn


H

elect
mn






(1.3.10)



From the standpoint of this theory, it is assumed that the role of the intermolecular
interactions between the dimers considered is to provide virtual orbitals that create an
effective electronic coupling between them. This reduces the problem of the whole
system to an effective two-state Hamiltonian consisting of only donor and acceptor states.
It is noteworthy to mention here that, at low temperatures, for weak (non-bonded)
interactions between molecular species in a crystal, the charge transport can be described
by a band like regime similar to that of inorganic semiconductors [54]. Just as in
molecular species, where the electron and hole mobilities are directly proportional to the
splitting of the monomer LUMO and the HOMO levels respectively, in infinite
aggregates of weakly interacting molecular species, higher the LUMO and HOMO
bandwidths, the higher the electron and hole mobilities. The splitting of the monomer
HOMO and LUMO levels for small molecular species and larger aggregates are shown
schematically in figure 1.3.2. From this theoretical background, we calculate the charge
carrier mobilities in the systems as and when discussed in the later chapters of this thesis.
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Monomer

Dimer

Larger aggregate

Figure 1.3.2: Schematic diagram of the splitting of HOMO-LUMO levels indicated for
two molecules of ethane in stacked orientation, as well as for a large number of
molecules in an infinite aggregate resulting in bands. Note that, the extent of splitting
depends on the orientation and proximity of the stacked molecules, and the energies of
splitting shown here are not to scale.
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II.

The Role of Intramolecular Dipolar Interactions in
fine-tuning the Linear and Non-linear Optical
Responses in Porphyrins

Introduction:
Porphyrins have been molecules of long and sustained interest in chemistry and biology
because of their central role in photosynthesis, biological redox processes and oxygen
transport [1-5]. The diverse applications for this molecule with seemingly small changes
around the side-chains of the core tetrapyrrole moiety (chlorophyll-a and chlorophyll-b)
has remained unexplained till date [6-11]. Similarly, the origin of cooperative
phenomenon in oxygen-binding processes in hemoglobin and myoglobin is yet to be
understood from a molecular viewpoint [12-14]. Interestingly, the basic structure of the
porphyrin skeleton remains preserved across the full phylogenic tree with minor genetic
mutations from the anaerobic to the aerobic world. Apart from the biological importance
of this molecule, there has been a tremendous interest in porphyrin-based derivatives for
molecular materials [15-20]. Assemblies of porphyrins have been shown to exhibit
promising applications in molecular wires for one-dimensional electronic conduction,
photonic-wires, ferroelectric bistability and non-linear optical responses [21-23]. The
second-harmonic generation from porphyrins with varied donor-acceptor strengths has
been studied in great details in the last decade from both theoretical and experimental
standpoints [24-27]. Similarly, the absorption and emission spectra of porphyrins have
been a subject of detailed quantum-chemical modeling from both semi-empirical as well
as ab-initio treatments [28-36].
However, recent progress in the synthesis of porphyrin based molecules has led to
isolation of many porphyrin-derivatives that are either conformational or configurational
isomers of the parent molecule. The most-common of such systems belong to the class of
molecules called N-confused porphyrin [NCP] wherein the N-end of a pyrrole ring is
situated outside the central cavity and instead a C-H group points towards central cavity
[37-40]. The porphyrin molecule has four dipoles (the pyrrole rings) pointing to the
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central cavity. In the free base porphyrin, H2Por, two trans pyrrole rings each have a
proton attached to them, whereas the other two do not. If the porphyrin chelates to a
divalent metal, all pyrrole rings become identical, and the most stable structure has D4h
symmetry. The M-Por molecule then maybe considered as a system where four dipoles
are situated on the vertices of a square, as shown in figure 2.1. The overall dipole
moments of both the H2Por and M-Por are zero because in either case all the in-plane
dipole moments of the pyrrole rings cancel each other.

Figure 2.1: Metal Porphyrin [M-Por] indicating the dipole moments of the four pyrrole
rings constituting the central cavity of the Porphyrin macrocycle.
Thus, we find it interesting to study the variation in the opto-electrical response functions
in porphyrin with changing the conformation and configuration in the pyrrole rings in this
chapter. Changing the orientation of the pyrrole rings leads to variations in the interdipolar interactions. We present the results on our systematic study on the role of dipolar
interactions in controlling the linear and non-linear responses in porphyrins.

Results and Discussion:
The geometry optimized structures for porphyrin and N-confused (Ncp) porphyrin are
shown in figure 2.2. All the calculations are performed at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level with
removal of the vibrational instabilities through additional frequency calculations.
Porphyrin is perfectly planar (figure 2.2(A)) while the structure of NCP is puckered with
the N-cp ring being distorted from the plane of the other three pyrrole rings by 32.9
degrees (figure 2.2 (C) and (D)). It is important to note that NCP is a configurational
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isomer of porphyrin and it cannot be realized from a simple dipolar rotation of one
pyrrole ring of the parent porphyrin. However, one can realize interesting conformations
in porphyrin through conformational twists as shown in the scheme figure 2.2 (A) to
figure 2.2 (B). The parent porphyrin structure is associated with a dihedral twist (φ) of 0
degrees while the perpendicular orientation of the ring is realized through a dihedral twist
of φ=90 degrees (figure 2.2 (B)).
The rotation of the pyrrole ring (as shown in figure 2.2 (A)) leads to a situation
where the dipole moments of the pyrrole rings no longer cancel each other completely.
This results in the molecule developing a dipole moment. However, this also results in a
destabilization of the molecule. We show the variation in the ground-state energy of
porphyrin with increase in the distortion angle (  ), as shown in figure 2.3 (A). For a
distortion of 90 degrees, the structure is destabilized by 10 kcal/mol. We have verified
that additional distortion in the system leads to steric interaction of the rotating pyrrole
ring with the two central N-H groups in the cavity. Thus, further rotation of the pyrrole
ring above 90 degrees will be unpractical. Figure 2.3 (B) shows the variation in the
ground state dipole moment of the porphyrin ring with increase in the distortion. The
computed magnitude of the dipole-moment (at B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level) increases with
increase in distortion. However, such distortion also involves increase in the dipolemoment in the system through simple-dipolar addition. For the ground-state structure of
porphyrin, the dipole-moment of the system is zero due to anti-parallel orientation of the
dipoles of the pyrrole rings (inter-dipolar angle between opposite rings along the X and Y
axes is 180 degrees). With distortions, the inter-dipolar angle reduces from 180 degrees
to 90 degrees for the opposite rings along the Y-axis while the inter-dipolar angle
between the pyrrole rings along X-axis remains fixed at 180 degrees. Thus, a simple
classical dipolar picture predicts that the total ground state dipole-moment for the system
can be predicted from a vector sum of the two dipoles along the Y-axis with changing
inter-dipolar angles (  ).
2
effective
 212 [1  cos 180   ]

(2.1)

where, 1 is dipole-moment of a single pyrrole ring. The dipole-moment of a single
pyrrole ring is computed to be 1.858 Debye. The variation in the additive magnitude of
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Figure 2.2: (A) Geometry optimized structure for porphyrin.  represents the dihedral
angle of distortion. (B) Distorted structure of porphyrin with  = 90. (C) Molecular
structure of NCP and (D) Molecular structure of NCP (side-view).
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Figure 2.3: (A) Variation in the energy (in kcal/mol) for porphyrin with increase in the
distortion angle (  ). (B) Variation in the calculated ground state dipole moment (in
Debye), dotted line with stars; and variation in the additive vector sum of the dipole
moment (in Debye), solid line, with increase in the distortion angle (  ).
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the dipole moment is shown as a solid line in figure 2.3 (B). The calculated magnitude of
the dipole-moment exceeds the analytical value, more so for larger distortion.
For a more detailed understanding of the non-classical origin of enhanced dipolemoment, we have analyzed the Mülliken charges on the N-atom of the pyrrole ring being
distorted. For  =0, both N-atoms in the two pyrrole rings along the Y-axis
have q  0.472e . However, with progressive distortions, negative charge is built over
the N-atom of the distorted ring and for  =90, while the charge on the planar N-atom of
the pyrrole ring remains unchanged, the N-atom on the distorted pyrrole ring
has q  0.622e . The variation in charge on the N atom with successive distortions is
shown in figure 2.4. Such a large localization of electrons over the N of the distorted ring
is a direct consequence of the fact that distortion leads to non-parallel orientation of the pz
orbitals. Such non-parallel orientation of the  orbitals leads to charge-separation which
accounts for enhanced dipole-moment.
Next, we consider the variation of the linear and non-linear optical responses with
the gradual conformational changes described above. The change in the linear and nonlinear optical responses is directly related to the change in the ground state dipole
moment. In figure 2.5, we show the variation in the magnitudes of the dynamic linear and
non-linear optical coefficients of porphyrin with increase in the distortion angle. All the
calculations were performed at dynamic electric field strength of 0.0428 a.u
corresponding to the Nd:YaG laser (1064 nm) [41, 42]. As can be seen, the magnitude of
the polarizability (in figure 2.5 (A)) increases with increase in the distortion. The
variation in the various response functions associated with 1st hyperpolarizability like
static component (in figure 2.5 (B)), second harmonic coefficient (in figure 2.5 (C)) and
optical rectification (OR) /electro-optical Pockel’s effect (EOPE) (in figure 2.5 (D)) show
almost identical behavior. While the static component as well as the OR/EOPE steadily
increase with distortion and increases substantially at  =90, the SHG coefficient which
shows an odd-even oscillation also exhibits a large increase at  =90.
For a clear understanding of the variation in the optical response functions, we
have analyzed the HOMO-LUMO gap in the system with increase in the distortion
(figure 2.6). As can be seen from figure 2.6 (A), the gap decreases steadily with increase
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Figure 2.4: Variation of the Mulliken charge (e) on the N atom of the pyrrole ring being
distorted from   00 to   900 .
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Figure 2.5: Variation in the polarizability (A) (in a.u), static 1st hyperpolarizability (B)
(in a.u), second harmonic generation (C) (in a.u) and optical rectification (D) (in a.u) for
porphyrin with increase in the distortion angle (  ).
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in the distortion. For  =90, the gap decreases to the lowest value of 1.0 eV. The origin of
the reduction in the gap for the system can be understood by studying the variation in the
exciton splitting from a simple dipolar interaction model, as discussed in chapter 1 of the
current thesis. The excitonic splitting for two dipoles with an inter-dipolar angle (ω) is
given by,
E  212 cos  3cos1cos 2  / r123

(2.2)

where, 1 and  2 are transition dipole of the monomers, r12 is the distance between the
centre-of-masses of the dipolar molecules and θ1 and θ2 are angles made by the transition
dipoles with the r12 vector [43-47]. TD-DFT calculation at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level
reveals that a single pyrrole molecule (non-protonated) has a transition dipole moment of
0.646 a.u. Substituting this in equation (2.2) and noting that   180   , we obtain the
variation in the splitting energy, as shown in figure 2.6 (B).
However, as discussed in chapter 1, it is important to note that for  =0, the
dipole-allowed transition occurs to higher energy excited state from the ground-state. As
one of the pyrrole rings is distorted from the plane of the porphyrin molecule, the gap due
to the excitonic splitting decreases. This effectively reduces the gap for the system
(shown schematically as a red arrow). From the standpoint of the two-state model
discussed in chapter I, the 1st hyperpolarizability, β, is given as,

twolevel 

 ge f ge  ge
2e 2
3
2
2 ( ge   2 )( ge 2  4 2 )

(2.3)

where, ωge is the optical transition energy, fge is the associated oscillator strength, and
Δμge is the difference between the ground- and excited-state dipole moments.
It is evident from equation (2.3) that, both the linear polarization term, α, as well
as the 1st hyperpolarizability, β, are inversely proportional to the gap for the system.
Thus, with increase in the distortion, which leads to a reduction in the gap should lead to
an enhancement in α and β. This is almost the case as seen from figure 2.4, where both
polarizability and the various 1st hyperpolarizability terms increase with increase in the
distortion. However, it is important to note that the sudden increase in polarizability and
the 1st hyperpolarizability at large distortion angles is a direct consequence of the large
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Figure 2.6: (A) Variation in the HOMO-LUMO gap (A) (in eV) and excitonic splitting
(B) (in eV) of the system with increase in the distortion angle (  ).
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charge localization over the distorted pyrrole ring (at  =90) which is not considered
within the excitonic dipolar splitting model.
In conclusion, we have shown that a distortion in the structure of porphyrin that
leads to movement of one of the pyrrole ring from the plane of the molecule leads to an
enhancement in the linear and non-linear optical response functions. However, such
distortions lead to destabilization for system as well. Thus, additional supramolecular
forces like -stacking maybe required to stabilize such a porphyrin structure with
distorted conformers. In contrast, our additional calculations (at frequency=0.0428 a.u)
for the configurational isomer, N-confused porphyrin reveals that   340.86 au,

 static  101.53 au,  SHG  836.54 au and  EOPE  107.67 au. Thus, both conformational as
well as configurational isomers of porphyrins can serve as additional materials for design
of NLO devices.
The structural modifications involving such distortion of pyrrole ring from
planarity in not from a purely synthetic viewpoint. Although additional forces like π-π
interactions and crystal packing forces maybe required for stabilizing such
conformations, we observe that magnesium complexes of molecules closely related to
Porphyrin, namely, Chlorin and Bacterichlorin, present in light harvesting complexes of
photosynthetic organisms, exhibit conformations in which all of the four pyrrole rings are
distorted from planarity. Thus, not only will it be very interesting to study the role such
distortions in further enhancing the NLO responses, but also to elucidate its role on the
light absorbing properties of such photo-active pigments, correlating their properties in
the microscopic (molecular) level to the macromolecular level. These will be
subsequently discussed in the following chapter.
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III.

Understanding
Interactions

and

the

role

of

Co-operative

Intermolecular
Phenomena

in

Magnesium complexes of Bacteriochlorin, Chlorin
and Porphyrin
Introduction:
Porphyrins have been studied with much interest widely due to their active participation
in almost every part of the living system, ranging from redox processes to photosynthesis
and oxygen transport [1]. Apart from the biological importance of this molecule, there
has been a tremendous interest in porphyrin-based derivatives for molecular materials [2,
3]. Assemblies of porphyrins have been shown to exhibit promising applications in
molecular wires for one-dimensional electronic conduction, photonic-wires, ferroelectric
bistability and non-linear optical responses [4, 5]. The second-harmonic generation from
porphyrins with varied donor-acceptor strengths has been studied in great detail in the
last decade by both theoretical and experimental methods [6, 7]. The absorption and
emission spectra of porphyrins and porphyrin based materials have been a subject of
detailed quantum-chemical modeling from both semi-empirical as well as ab-initio
treatments [8-11].
Nature employs various forms of this widely prevalent molecule which on being
classified chronologically has a particular evolutionary aspect tagged to it [12]. While
various functions like electron and oxygen transport and catalysis of certain redox
processes all involve porphyrin or certain modifications of it, perhaps the most studied
systems are the light harvesting complexes [13], or LHCs. If one focuses on the so called
evolutionary aspect of time, a definite structural difference among the active centers of
various LHCs of various organisms is noticeable. Within the whole phylogenetic tree of
photosynthetic organisms, the porphyrinoid active centers reveal intriguing differences;
reduction of one pyrrole ring in the porphyrin molecule results in chlorin (Chl), reduction
of another pyrrole trans to the former results in bacteriochlorin (BChl).
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Although the compounds existent in nature involve an active centre (the metalloporphyrin centre) linked to various kinds of side chains and functionalities [14, 15], their
impact on the low-energy properties is less, and are more important from a structural
consideration. Further, theoretically modeling such a complex molecule is very difficult,
as they differ hugely with respect to these side chains and functionalities, and
computationally very costly too, as the length of these side chains are too large to involve
in a purely quantum calculation. In the Bacterial Light Harvesting Complexes, is believed
that the symmetrical distribution cooperatively affects the light absorbing properties of
each individual Mg-Chl / Mg-BChl molecule [16, 17].
It should thus be an interesting question as to whether there is a variation in
efficiency of absorption as we, keeping the metal (here, Mg) constant, vary the molecule
of interest from Porphyrin to Chlorin to Bacteriochlorin. Also concerning how these
molecules exhibit configurationally different forms in nature, it was observed that many
LHCs were not planar, the metal being around 0.4-0.6 Å out of the plane, which may not
be just a structural variation. The four pyrrole rings in these tetra-pyrrole macrocycles,
then, distort out of the plane to point toward the metal atom. It should thus be noteworthy
a study whether such a non planar structure and efficiency of absorption can be
correlated. As has been discussed in chapter 2 of the current thesis, distortions of one
pyrrole ring from planar conformation significantly increases the non-linear optical
responses of the porphyrin molecule. Thus, it may also be of significant technological
interest, to study how the non linear optical behavior of such metallo-porphyrins varies
with such structural modifications.
Although, recently there has been a huge interest in modified porphyrins, the so
called core modified porphyrins [18], as well as synthetically derived porphyrins [19],
there has also been quite a few advances toward how the spectra change with distortion
of the porphyrin ring from planarity [20]. Whether this non planar structure is a simple
conformational variation due to neighboring chemical environmental factors or is not, is
still a matter of debate. Extensive works done [21] may have overlooked the fact as to
what changes arise on bringing out the metal from planarity and distorting the pyrrole
rings significantly to point toward the metal. In this chapter, we compare the variation in
the opto-electronic and electronic transport properties of magnesium complexes of
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Porphyrin, Bacteriochlorin and Chlorin, as well as the variation of the extent of
intermolecular interaction between them as we distort the metal atom from being coplanar with the macrocycle to a non-planar conformation.
There is abundant spectroscopic data on porphyrins, chlorins and bacteriochlorins.
Spectral data range from experiments carried out on all these molecules; such as in the
ground state, in solutions, and within various protein environments as found in nature
[22]. Generalizations are also possible from these abundances of data [23], assuming all
three molecules fall into the normal type as classified by Gouterman with only π-π*
transitions [10].
It is known that single crystals of organic conductors provide pathways of charge
hopping through intermolecular weak forces such as π-stacking and σ-π alternation [24,
25]. It is these forces that govern the packing of molecules in crystals and thin films.
Very slight geometrical variations in the structures lead to the formation of different
polymorphs. Thus, we believe that it will be very interesting to study systematically the
variations in the electron and hole mobilities in various arrays of Por, BChl and Chl from
the standpoint of how they are oriented in the crystal and how such orientation influences
co-operatively, the charge carrier mobilities in them.
In this chapter we present a systematic study, that aims in answering how
structural modifications, either synthetic or natural in origin, can lead to changes in the
absorption spectra, keeping in mind that in the living world, certain photosynthetic
bacteria employ very efficient light harvesting mechanisms. We also present in this
chapter the results from our work on how co-operative phenomena alter the absorption of
light by BChl and Chl molecules.
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Results and discussion:
All calculations were performed with a TZP quality basis set, with all electrons being
involved in a GGA-PW91 level DFT calculation, through the ADF 2007.01 package [26].
Fragment analyses and TDDFT studies were also performed at the same level, using the
same package.
We generate non-planar structures of Mg complexes of Por, BChl and Chl by
distorting the Mg atom 0.4 Å out of the plane of each molecule. This was done as
follows: Firstly, the planar magnesium complexes of Por, BChl and Chl were oriented in
such a way so that they became oriented in the xy plane. Subsequently, the Mg atoms are
brought out of the plane of the macrocycle, and the pyrrole rings were distorted so that
the N atoms on the pyrrole ring point toward the Mg atom. We observe various changes
as we go from the planar to the non-planar structure. Optimization of these structures
leads to the obvious outcome, where the Mg atom becomes co-planar with the porphyrin
ring. From TDDFT studies we obtain absorption spectra for both planar and non-planar
variants of Mg-Por, Mg-Chl and Mg-BChl molecules. From these spectra, we find that
for the planar Mg-Por, two Q bands (Qx and Qy) are at 330 nm and 355 nm, respectively,
whereas the Soret band being the most intense is positioned at 285 nm. The N, L, M
bands are not visible. For the planar conformation of Mg-Chl, the Q bands are positioned
at 525 nm and 537 nm; the Soret band is accompanied by a shoulder, the most intense
peak is at 370 nm. For the planar conformation of Mg-BChl, there is a huge gap between
the Qx and Qy bands; they are located at 530 nm and 650 nm, respectively. The Soret
band has a prominent shoulder, the main peak being located at 360 nm. Hence, we find
that, for the planar conformations of the magnesium complexes of Por, BChl, and Chl,
experimental data were well reproduced [23], the deviations from the latter being
negligible, especially considering the fact that these calculations were performed without
any solvent being incorporated, and experimental data always concern a solvent which is
known to shift absorption maxima of pi conjugated systems considerably.
There was an overall red shift in the absorption maxima as we go from the planar
to the non-planar structures of Mg-Por and Mg-Chl. We find that, for the non-planar Mg-
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Por the Soret band is located at 375 nm and the Q bands are red shifted to 540 nm. The
Soret band of the non-planar Mg-Chl is located at 380 nm and the Q bands are located at
542 nm and 554 nm. However, for Mg-BChl, there is actually a blue shift in both the
Soret band (maxima is at 342 nm) and the Q band (maxima is at 630 nm).
The corresponding oscillator strengths for the planar and non-planar structures of
porphyrin, chlorin and bacteriochlorin are summarized table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Comparison of the absorption spectra of planar and non-planar structures of
Por, Chl and BChl. ω indicates the frequency of absorption (eV), f indicates the
corresponding oscillator strength. Figures in parenthesis are for the planar conformation
of the system
Systems Bands
Soret
ω

Por
Chl

BChl

Q

N, L, M

3.30
(4.34)
3.24
(3.32)

f
0.31
(2.04)
0.22
(0.51)

ω

2.27
(3.50)
2.23
(2.31)

f
0.003
(0.09)
0.093
(0.06)

3.61
(3.48)

0.48
(0.56)

1.97
(1.92)

0.20
(0.21)

ω

--

f
--

3.57, 3.70
(4.1, 4.3,
4.65)
3.84
(3.65,3.81)

0.02, 0.06
(0.21, 0.06,
0.004)
0.02
(0.22, 0.158)

.
It appears that, if the MOs are plotted for any of these structures; there are four orbitals
that can well be separated from the other levels. These four orbitals are what Gouterman
had originally referred to in his papers and classical reviews as the ‘Four orbital picture’.
From a comparison of these four orbitals we can explain how the distortion of the Mg
atom out of planarity results in a red shift in the spectra of Mg-Por and Mg-Chl.
A qualitative explanation of the phenomenon can be linked to the fact that the Mg
2px orbitals conjugate to the HOMO (b1) of the porphyrin, which in turn stabilizes it. As
the Mg atom is brought out of the plane, the aforesaid conjugation is no longer possible,
and the HOMO considerably rises in energy. Whereas a rise in energy is also observed
for the HOMO-1 orbital, this rise is not significant as it is symmetry allowed to interact
only with one lobe of the 2px orbital. Hence the red shift in the Q band of Por and Chl.
We find that for Mg-BChl, however the HOMO and HOMO-1 are lowered in energy as
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we go from the planar to the non-planar structure. The decrease in the HOMO is more
than the decrease in the LUMO, and so for the BChl we observe a blue shift in the Q
bands as we go from the planar to the non-planar structure.
We compared the efficiency in absorption for chlorin, porphyrin, and
bacteriochlorin, separately for the planar as well as the non-planar geometry, to
understand how the change in the total energy absorbed differs between these two
different geometrical variations. Mg-Chl is the most efficient in absorption of visible
light. As we move from a planar structure to the corresponding pyramidal one, the
efficiency of all three species increases, as is evident from the areas under the curve,
computed in the visible range of 380-750 nm. On comparison we found that the order of
efficiency in both the planar and non-planar variants was Chl > BChl > Por. Figures
indicating the areas under the absorption curves are representative of the efficiency of
absorption [system (planar, non-planar): BChl (0.30, 0.51), Chl (0.51, 0.54), Por (0.04,
0.39)]. The non-planar Chl molecule absorbs light most efficiently.
In terms of dipolar contributions, it is quite obvious that there is a huge change in
dipole moments of the ground states as we move from the planar to the non-planar
structure. As the GS dipole moment for the planar porphyrin molecule is zero, we
observe the highest increase in absorption efficiency on achieving a non-planar structure;
whereas there are slighter increases for the chlorin and the bacteriochlorin. The frequency
dependent second harmonic susceptibility βSHG was calculated at a frequency of 0.0428
hartree corresponding to a wavelength of 1064nm of the Nd:YaG laser. The magnitudes
of the second harmonic generation are presented in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Comparison of the non-linear frequency dependent second harmonic
susceptibility β SHG and its dependence on the optical gap (ΔE), oscillator strength
corresponding to ΔE (f) and the ground state dipole moment (µG) for planar and nonplanar variants of Por, Chl and BChl. Figures in parenthesis are for the planar
conformation of the system.
Systems f
ΔEHOMO-LUMO(eV)
µG
βSHG
0.0038 (0.0023)
2.04 (1.981)
1.212 (0.0)
110.0 (3.03)
Por
0.093 (0.062)
1.744 (1.899)
2.76 (2.22) 2479.5 (2030)
Chl
0.202 (0.201)
1.276 (1.189)
1.210 (0.98)
638.0 (3.4)
BChl
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Figure 3.1: Variation of dipole moment (a) and SHG hyperpolarizability (b) of Mg-BChl
(dashed line), Mg-Chl (dotted line) and Mg-Por (solid line) with subsequent distortion of
the Mg atom out of planarity.
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A simple two-level model derived from a more general perturbation expression for the
first hyperpolarizability of NLO chromophores can be assessed from the equation,

two level 

 ge f ge  ge
2e 2
3
2
2 ( ge   2 )( ge 2  4 2 )

(3.1)

where, the first hyperpolarizability depends on the optical transition energy, the
associated oscillator strength (fge), and the difference between the ground- and excitedstate dipole moments (Δµge).
We performed a gradual study on all three structures by distorting the Mg from
planarity to non-planarity and noting how the non-linear optical properties change. The
Mg atom was moved from planarity to a distance of 1Å in steps of 0.1 Å along the z-axis,
where the porphyrin, chlorin and the bacteriochlorin moiety in the original planar
structure were confined in the xy plane. We find that, with gradual distortion, the NLO
response (βstatic and βSHG corresponding to a frequency of 1094nm) decreases with
increasing distortion. Although the value of beta, as inferred from the two-state model,
varies directly with dipole moment, it is the variation in the HOMO-LUMO gap that
brings about such a drastic decrease in the NLO response. From the expression of beta, it
is evident that, as the optical gap (energy difference between the ground state and the 1st
dipole allowed state) increases, (which, here, are implemented by bringing out the Mg
atom out of co-planarity) the magnitude for β decreases. It is noteworthy that as the β is
governed by ω-2 and Δμ, the effect of an increasing ω is outweighs the effect of an
increasing Δμ. With subsequent distortion, the rate of decrease in the NLO response for
Chl is the most and that for BChl and Por being almost comparable. This is due to the
fact that for Por and BChl the ground state dipole-moment is 0, whereas for Chl, an
asymmetric molecule there is a finite dipole moment. With increasing distortion, the
dipole moment increases significantly for BChl and Por and by a lesser amount for Chl,
as shown in figure 3.1.
Co-operative phenomena are important from the viewpoint of how these
molecules exist in nature. The structure of light harvesting complexes in both plants and
bacteria illustrate a highly symmetrical gross structure [27]. Light harvesting complexes
in nature are cylindrical in shape, and it is believed that such cylindrical arrangement
leads to more efficient light absorption. However the arrangement of Chl molecules in
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Figure 3.2: Variation of interaction energy with distance (d) in dimers of Mg-BChl
(dashed line), Mg-Chl (dotted line) and Mg-Por (solid line), in (a) planar and (b) nonplanar configurations. The intermolecular distance (d) is the distance between the Mg
centers of each monomer. Interaction energies have been scaled according to minimum
energies for each dimer species.
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plant light harvesting complexes is very different from the arrangement of BChl
molecules in bacterial light harvesting complexes. Whereas the bacteriochlorin moieties
in the LH2 complex from Rhodopseudomonas acidophila [28] are particularly
symmetrically arranged, revealing a highly ordered orientation, no such correlation is
observed from the crystal structures of plant light harvesting complexes. It is also known
that bacteria employ much more efficient light harvesting systems than plants. Earlier
work suggests that photo-excitation in LHCs operate between two different kinds of BChl
molecules in a co-operative manner [29].
It should thus be interesting to see how one molecule of each of Mg-BChl, MgChl and Mg-Por interacts with another. We consider dimers of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and
Mg-Por obtained from crystal structures of the aforesaid bacterial light harvesting
complexes, with suitable modifications as mentioned in the supporting information
section of the current chapter. To have a better understanding of the distance and
orientation dependent interactions between these molecules, we observe the variation of
interaction energy with distance between the monomers, considering both non-planar and
planar conformations of the monomers, as shown in figure 3.2
It is evident from the comparison of the interaction energy between BChl, Chl,
and Por that there exists a long range stabilizing interaction between the monomers that
constitute the dimer. However, this kind of stabilizing interaction is different between the
three species. For the dimer constituted of non-planar monomers, the interaction energy
goes through a minimum as we increase the distance (d) from 8 Å to 11 Å. The
corresponding minima are 9.0 Å, 9.2 Å and 9.6 Å for Mg-Por, Mg-Chl and Mg-BChl
respectively.
If we however consider the planar variants of these three molecules in a similar
kind of orientation, the comparison of the interaction energy yields interesting findings
(figure 3.2b). As compared to the case where we considered dimers constituted of nonplanar variants of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por, the steep decrease in interaction
energy indicating predominance of repulsive interactions at low values of d is similar.
However, what is noteworthy is that the dimer fails to show any particular favorable
distance where the stabilizing interaction energy is maximum. The energy vs. d curve
becomes somewhat flat, but continues to indicate a decrease in the interaction energy as
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we keep on increasing d above 9.00 Å. This may have far reaching consequences
especially from the viewpoint that, if the dimeric system fails to converge to an optimum,
then there will be no favorable coupling between the monomers, as the monomers will
favour larger and larger distance from each other. We will then fail to see any cooperative effect whatsoever.
As a result of such interactions between the non-planar structures of monomers of
Mg-Por, Mg-Chl and Mg-BChl in a dimer, both the HOMO and LUMO of the monomers
gets split, which effectively reduce the optical gap. The gaps (in eV) reduce to 1.03, 1.44,
and 1.74 for BChl, Chl and Por respectively from 1.22, 1.63 and 1.74, respectively, in the
monomers.
We adopt a Davydov picture to understand the nature of dipolar interaction
between two monomers. This essentially is an exciton-exciton interaction, which leads to
splitting of the first excited state (given by ΔE). If such an interaction is treated purely
quasi-classically, the splitting energy is given by,

E  2

 g2 s
(cos   3cos 2  )
3
d

(3.2)

where,  g s is the transition dipole from the ground state to the excited state of a single
monomer, θ is the angle between the transition dipole moment and the molecular axes of
a monomer, and  is the angle between the transition dipole moments of the two
interacting monomers.
To understand how dipolar interactions between two monomers in dimers of MgChl and Mg-BChl, ΔE (i.e the energy difference between the LUMO and LUMO+1) was
plotted as a function of Mg-Mg distance (d). It may be mentioned here that according to
the Davydov description of excitonic splitting, the splitting of HOMO is very less and in
most case is neglected, and the study of the variation of the ΔE(LUMO-LUMO+1) with d
suffices. The scenario for Mg-Por is however different. For the monomer of Por, the
LUMO is two-fold degenerate for the planar configuration, and very closely spaced in
energy for the non-planar configuration. Interactions between two monomers lead to
symmetry restricted splitting, and the ΔE corresponds to the gap between LUMO and
LUMO+2 for the non-planar Por, and LUMO and LUMO+3 for the planar porphyrin.
However, at d greater than 10.2 Å, there is not enough interaction between the monomers
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and the ΔE corresponds to the gap between LUMO and LUMO+1 for the non-planar
porphyrin, and LUMO+1 and LUMO+3 for the planar porphyrin. For the non-planar
structures, the dipole moments of Por, Chl and BChl vary considerably and hence the
difference in the splitting energies. However for the planar structures the variation in the
dipole moment between Por, Chl and BChl is less and the difference in the splitting is
less prominent. In the calculations above, the relative orientation of the monomers in the
dimers were kept constant, so that an analogy could be drawn between the three. From
the trend in the variation of the interaction energy, it can be concluded that the
intermolecular interaction between monomers of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por,
essentially being dipolar interactions, can be well described by the exciton model.
However to understand how these co-operative phenomena affect the absorption
phenomena of extended porphyrinoid arrays as present in LHCs, we consider various
oligomers of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por. As the electronic origin of the Q band is the
lowest excited singlet state, essentially it corresponds to the HOMO→LUMO transition.
The Soret band on the other hand corresponds to contributions from (HOMO-1) →
LUMO and HOMO → (LUMO+1) transitions. From the fragment analyses we find that
the contributions of the monomer occupied-MOs toward the occupied-MOs of the arrays
(dimer onwards) are many-fold. In other words HOMO, HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 of the
monomers constituents have significant contributions toward the HOMO of the
oligomers. The same situation occurs for the unoccupied-MOs as well. Thus as we go
from the dimer to hexamers, we find that the intensity of the Soret band decreases
considerably and is almost zero trimer onwards. The intensity of the Q band, on the other
hand increases in intensity along with considerable red shift. The overall effect of this
change is that the area under the curve computed in the visible range (380nm-750nm)
increases. This effect is most prominent in the BChl arrays, and least for the Por arrays.
This results in a huge broadening of the spectral curve. Areas under the curve show
beyond doubt that with increasing number of monomers the efficiency of Mg-BChl
absorption increases. However for Mg-Chl and Mg-Por, the absolute efficiency has an
oscillation pattern with almost no average increase. This maybe a direct consequence of
the fact that, whereas the structures of Mg-BChl were obtained from experimental data
and hence depict the real system, the structures of Mg-Chl and Mg-Por were forcefully
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of absorption spectra of various oligomers of Mg-BChl
generated from crystal structures of R. acidophila. Monomer (a), dimer (b), trimer (c),
and tetramer (d).
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put into an array that structurally mimics the relative orientation of Mg-BChl molecules
in the light harvesting complex of Rhodopseudomonas acidophila. The disappearance of
the Soret band and intensification of the Q band as we go from monomer to tetramer of
Mg-BChl is shown in figure 3.3.
This interpretation can be extended to cyclic LHC systems as for that of R.
acidophila. This analogy gives a clear idea as to why the Mg-BChl molecule, although
structurally very similar to Mg-Chl and Mg-Por molecules, prove to be very different,
and particularly intriguing in its display of the efficiency with which purple bacteria
harvest light. Recalling the fact that for the single molecules, Mg-Chl, in both the planar
and non-planar variants is by far the most efficient light absorber, it is quite intriguing
that when co-operative phenomena come into play, Mg-BChl oligomers turn out to be
more efficient than the others. This may also be an answer to the question as to why light
harvesting systems of plants bear no such exquisite symmetrical arrays of porphyrinoids
as do purple bacteria.
We further calculate the charge mobilities in aggregates of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and
Mg-Por to understand the extent to which co-operative phenomena operate in such
systems. The overall structures generated are in accordance to the methodology described
in the supporting information section of the current chapter. To a reasonable
approximation, each hopping process can be understood as a non adiabatic electron
transfer reaction. For such cases we utilize the Markus theory to calculate the rate of
charge transfer between neighboring molecules. For such calculations we adopt a
methodology as described in the introductory chapter of the current thesis.
In order to study the variation of Hmn(hole) and Hmn(electron) with intermolecular
distance, we vary the distance between the Mg centers in the molecules from 8.00 Å to
11.00 Å. It is very important to note that the coupling matrix elements decrease
considerably with increasing distance, as shown in figure 3.4, and beyond a particular
distance, it tends to zero, indicating that at such large distances the contact pairs do not
contribute to the conductance of the molecule.
As mentioned in the supporting information section of the current chapter, the
electron and hole mobility values for the Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por systems were
calculated keeping in consideration the intermolecular contacts at 9.15 and 9.44 Å. The
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of Hmn(electron) [solid line] and Hmn(hole) [dashed line] for
dimers of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por with varying intermolecular distance.
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values are reported in table 3.3. It may be noteworthy to mention here that the relaxed
geometries of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por maintain the symmetrical structures after
addition or subtraction of charge, for realization of the cationic and anionic geometries of
the same.

Table 3.3: Hole and electron mobilities (µhole and µelectron) for Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and MgPor. Mobilities are reported in cm2 V-1 s-1.

molecule

µhole

µelectron

Mg-BChl

0.116

0.071

Mg-Chl

0.152

0.078

Mg-Por

0.058

0.008

Although there is no direct correlation between photo-excitation and drift mobilities, it
has been shown that for LHC complexes, photo-excitation results in charge separation, a
phenomenon which is widely employed in nature to catalyze various photo activated
reactions. We find from our calculations that, all the three systems are preferential hole
conductors. On the other hand, both electron anh hole mobility values in Mg-BChl and
Mg-Chl are almost one order higher than the corresponding values for Mg-Por. This may
be an answer as to why, although these molecules are so similar, only BChl and Chl
molecules are found in photo active pigments.
In conclusion, we show how long range co-operative phenomena operate in cyclic
arrays of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por, and how such phenomena are responsible in
altering the visible light absorption characteristics of such arrays. We further show how
non-planar dimers of these molecules get stabilized through long-range interactions,
especially when compared to dimers composed of planar monomers. Additionally,
through this study we aim at understanding as to how, although structurally so similar,
Mg-Por is so different from the other photoactive pigments Mg-BChl and Mg-Chl from a
standpoint of efficiency of absorption, and charge transport.
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Supporting Information:
Generation of oligomers of Mg-BChl, Mg-Chl and Mg-Por from crystal structures
of Light Harvesting Complexes of R. Acidophila:

Crystal structures of the bacterial light harvesting complexes were appropriately modified
to remove the side chains and functionalities. In the cases where they were covalently
attached to the Mg-BChl moiety, the sites were passivated with H. To obtain oligomers of
Mg-BChl, retaining the original relative orientation present in the crystal structure of the
LHC, positions of the H atoms were fully relaxed, keeping the co-ordinates of all the
other atoms frozen. Further, to obtain oligomers of Mg-Chl and Mg-Por with the same
relative orientation, the appropriate carbon atoms on the pyrrole rings were functionalized
or de-functionalized with H atoms, with the consequent relaxation of their positions. We
consider a pair of adjacent monomers, in all three cases, and accordingly label them as
the dimer composed of non-planar conformations of the Mg complexes of BChl, Chl and
Por. The distance between the two Mg atoms in the dimer was then labeled as the
intermolecular distance between the corresponding non-planar variants of the monomers.
Note that, in the crystal structures of the bacterial LHC considered, the non-planar
Mg-BChl molecules maintain a slipped parallel orientation with respect to their nearest
neighbors. It is also important to realize that the individual molecules adopt a particular
distortion to accommodate the curvature of a perfect cylindrical structure consisting of a
large array of Mg-BChl molecules. To generate dimers composed of planar Mg-BChl
monomers, maintaining the same relative orientation as observed in the original structure,
all atomic positions except two N atoms on a pair of trans pyrrole rings in each of the
macrocycles, were fully relaxed. After full relaxation, we find that, the Mg-BChl
macrocycles became planar. This structure was labeled as a dimer composed of planar
Mg-BChl monomers with same relative orientation of the monomers, as present in the
original crystal structure. To generate dimers of Mg-Chl and Mg-Por from the structure
obtained above, a methodology described earlier in this section was adopted. Further, the
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distance between the two Mg atoms in the dimer was labeled as the intermolecular
distance between the corresponding planar variants of the monomers.

Methodology for calculating the coupling matrix elements ( H mn ) between different
molecular contacts:

We observe in the crystal structure, modified as mentioned above, that, each Mg-BChl
molecule has 6 nearest neighbors. We present a simplified figure showing only the Mg
atoms in figure S3.1. It is clear from figure S3.1 that, for the molecule under
consideration, labeled ‘0’, there are 6 nearest neighbors, labeled ‘1’ – ‘6’. The
corresponding intermolecular distances in each contact, indicated in red, and defined as
the distance between the Mg centers of two molecules constituting the contact, are given
in table ST3.1.

Figure S3.1: Schematic showing molecular contacts of a particular monomer in the
modified crystal structure of LHC, as considered in our calculations.
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Table ST3.1: Intermolecular distances (Å) in various molecular contacts of the Mg-BChl
oligomers. Numbers indicate atomic indices shown in figure S3.1.

d

0-1

0-2

0-3

0-4

0-5

0-6

9.44

9.15

18.34

53.10

37.31

67.83

It is noteworthy to mention here that, for our adaptation of the crystal structure under
consideration, there are two circular arrays of Mg-BChl molecules, the outer one and
inner one having 9 and 18 Mg-BChl molecules, respectively. The distance between
neighboring molecules within the outer ring, ‘3-9’, as shown in blue, in figure S3.1, is
21.3 Å.
For a detailed understanding of the molecular contacts, we consider

2  2  2 supercells of the above system and calculate the radial distribution function, g(r),
maintaining a centre of distance of 11 Å as cut-off. We find two peaks, at 9.15 and 9.44
Å, corresponding to the molecular contacts labeled ‘0-1’ and ‘0-2’, respectively. To
ensure that molecular contacts at distances greater than 11Å do not contribute
significantly to the charge carrier mobilities in these systems, we evaluated the coupling
constants ( H mn ) at distances larger than 11Å, and found the magnitudes to be negligibly
small. Thus, we can safely consider only the contacts ‘0-1’ and ‘0-2’ to be significant for
our calculations of charge carrier mobilities. Further, we observe negligible magnitudes
of H mn due to contacts beyond the immediate neighbors, as indicated by ‘0-7’ and ‘0-8’.
In this context, it may be mentioned here that, there are no significant contacts between
molecules in adjacent unit cells, the only means of electronic communications between
such molecular contacts perhaps being the side chains and functionalities that we had
neglected earlier.
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IV.

The

role

of

H-bonding

and

Dipole-Dipole

Interactions on the Electrical Polarizations and
Charge Mobilities in Linear Arrays of Urea, Thiourea
and their Derivatives
Introduction:
The design of materials with large off-resonance nonlinear optical (NLO) responses has
been a topic of active research, because of their potential applications in a number of
advanced opto-electronic devices [1, 2]. On the other hand, materials with high charge
carrier mobilities are of immense value in designing transistors and transport devices [35]. Larger systems like chromophore-macromolecule guest-host complexes, chromophore
functionalized glassy macromolecules, cross-linked chromophore-macromolecules and
intrinsically acentric self-assembled chromophoric superlattices have also been studied in
great detail with a view to increase opto-electronic as well as transport characteristics [6].
To this regard, molecular crystals that allow easy polarization of their electron density are
particularly interesting. Interactions like H-bonding, polarizations induced by dipoledipole interactions, π-stacking etc. strongly influence the symmetry and hence orientation
of a molecule in its crystal [7-9], which are crucial in realizing the various optical
response functions [10]. While dipole-dipole interactions affect the NLO responses due to
excitonic splitting [11a], the role of H-bonding on the NLO properties has only barely
been investigated [11b]. Contributions of electrostatic energy, exchange repulsion energy,
polarization energy and charge transfer energy, all account for the strength of H-bonding
[12]. Although the charge transfer efficiency in H-bonded aggregates is less, the strong
directional character of the H-bonds result in increased dipole moments of molecular
aggregates [13], and thus H-Bonding is very important in controlling the NLO responses
as it increases the transition dipole moment from the ground state to the optically allowed
excited state [14].
For a proper understanding of the contribution of H-bonding and dipole-dipole
interactions towards controlling the NLO responses and charge carrier mobilities, we
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Figure 4.1: Linear chains of U (a), Me2U (b), Me4U (c), T (d), Me2T (e) and Me4T (f)
indicating the intermolecular separation (d, in Å), as considered between two monomers
in the linear aggregates.
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consider linear chains of urea and thiourea and their dialkyl and tetra-alkyl derivatives.
Whereas urea, thiourea, and their dialkyl derivatives are held in a head-to-tail
arrangement through H-bonding, the tetra-alkyl analogues are held in a similar fashion
through dipole-dipole interactions. Thus, it would be very interesting to study the effect
of the varying nature of intermolecular interactions on the linear and first order non-linear
polarizabilities as well as on the charge carrier mobilities of such linear chains. We also
study how the intermolecular interactions in such systems [15] can be perturbed by the
application of an external electric field, and comment on the charge carrier mobilities of
such systems. We shall henceforth call urea, N,N’-dimethyl urea, N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl
urea, thiourea, N,N’-dimethyl thiourea and N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl thiourea as U, Me2U,
Me4U, T, Me2T, Me4T respectively for convenience.

Computational Details:
All optimizations have been performed using the ADF2006.01 package [16], at the
TZ2P/GGA-PW91 level considering all electrons. Single point calculations to obtain the
total energy of the system for the mobility calculations have been performed with the
Gaussian 03 package [17] at the B3LYP/ 631-G (d,p) level. In the crystal structures of U,
Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T, and Me4T obtained from CCDC [18], the monomers are arranged
linearly in columnar layers. We have extracted one pair of monomers from such a
columnar layer in all the cases to generate the linear aggregates. To ensure that nonadjacent monomers have no significant effect on the geometry of a particular monomer,
we have optimized linear chains of these molecules consisting of up to five monomers.
The deviations of bond lengths in the individual monomers in the pentameric systems,
when compared to that of the monomer located in the centre of the pentameric system, is
negligible. Thus, we can safely extend the geometry of the central monomer in the
pentameric system to realize chains of up to ten monomers to appreciably mimic an
infinite system. In these chains, obtained as stated above, the exact distances (d, as shown
in figure 4.1) between each monomer (measured as the distance between two central C
atoms of neighboring molecules) are 4.75 Å, 4.67 Å, 6.26 Å, 5.61 Å, 5.64 Å and 6.96 Å
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Figure 4.2: Variation of binding energy ΔE for different sizes of linear chains of (a) urea
(solid line), N,N’-dimethyl urea (dashed line) and N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl urea (solid line
with solid circles), and (b) thiourea (solid line), N,N’-dimethyl urea (dashed line) and
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl urea (solid line with solid circles).

Figure 4.3: Schematic showing generalized dimer of the system. The H-bonds H1-X* and
H2-X* form a triangle with the three atoms H1, H2, and X*, respective side lengths of
which are provided in the table (1) below.
Table 4.1: Side lengths of the triangle H1X*H2.
system
U (X=O, R=H)
Me2U (X=O, R=Me)
T (X=S, R=H)
Me2T (X=S, R=Me)

H1-H2
2.25
2.16
2.34
2.17

H1-X*
2.08
1.99
2.49
2.46

H2-X*
2.08
1.99
2.49
2.46
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for U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T, Me4T, respectively. The distance between each monomer
was kept constant for all chain lengths. For the calculation of electron and hole mobilities
in these systems, we adopt a methodology [19] as mentioned in chapter 1 of the current
thesis.

Results and Discussion:
To understand the electronic stabilization, we calculate the interaction energy for the
linear chains as, En  En  nE1 where En and E1 are the energies of oligomers of
molecularity n and 1 respectively. The variation of the interaction energy with increase in
molecularity in the linear chains is shown in figure 4.2. As can be seen, the extent of
stabilization for linear H-bonded chains of U and Me2U and T and Me2T are energetically
similar, but larger than the corresponding stabilization energies of Me4U and Me4T,
respectively. If we carefully examine the energy profile, we find interesting differences
between U and Me2U and between T and Me2T that are negligible at lower molecularities
(n), but become more apparent at larger values of n, particularly when n > 6. Linear
aggregates of Me2U are more stable than those of U, whereas, linear aggregates of T are
more stable than that of Me2T. This can be understood by considering the optimized
structures of these systems, shown schematically in figure 4.3. The corresponding H
atoms participating in the H-bonding (H1 and H2), and the heteroatom X* (X=O, S) form
a triangle, respective distances of which are presented in table 4.1. It is clear from table
4.1 that, H1-H2 distances for Me2U and Me2T are less than the H1-H2 distances for U and
T, respectively. This is due to the steric class of interactions between the Me groups and
the hydrogen atoms (H1, H2). For the oxygen analogues, this steric interaction brings the
H atoms closer to the O atom (as shown in the table under the H1-X*, and H2-X*
columns), and is thus favorable for the H-bonding. Hence, the intermolecular interactions
in the aggregates of Me2U are more stabilizing than those in the aggregates of U with the
same number of monomer units. On the other hand, for the sulfur analogues, such
proximity is unfavorable as it leads to steric congestion around the bulkier S atom, and
this destabilization overrides the stabilization due to H-bonding at a closer proximity.
Since the origin of such energy differences is steric in nature, the
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Figure 4.4: Variation of dipole moment of systems of (a) U, (b) Me2U, (c) Me4U, (d) T,
(e) Me2T, and (f) Me4T with applied external electric field strength. Solid lines indicate
dipole moments of dimeric systems, dashed lines indicate vector sum of dipole moments
of the two monomers.

Figure 4.5: Variation in interaction energy terms of (a) U, (b) Me2U, (c) Me4U, (d) T, (e)
Me2T and (f) Me4T with applied external electric field. Total energy (solid line), orbital
interaction term (solid line with squares) and electrostatic interaction term (dashed line).
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differences themselves are quite small. However, what is most noteworthy is that the
extent of stabilization of linear chains of the tetra-alkyl derivatives through dipole-dipole
interaction is much lesser when compared to the stabilization through H-bonding.
It has been shown that for linear chains of urea, H-bonding is mostly due to
electrostatic (and polarization) interactions, rather than covalent interactions. The effects
of electric fields on H-bonds for a qualitative understanding of the contribution of
electrostatic and polarization interactions in different H-bonding environments have been
studied [20]. It has been shown that high electric field strengths greatly alter the ground
state geometry of H-bonded networks in water clusters [21]. External electric fields have
also been shown to enhance charge-transfer efficiency in various systems like H-bonded
acid-base complexes [22], organic molecular complexes [23, 24], as well as in organic
molecule coated Au nanoparticles [25] and GaAs and ZnSe systems [26]. Thus, it would
be very interesting to study the effect of electric field on the strengths of intermolecular
interactions in such systems. To ensure that the geometry of the linear chains in the
presence of the external electric field comparable to those in no-field condition, we have
optimized the structures in external fields of 0.001 a.u. to 0.005 a.u, in steps of 0.001 a.u.
From a purely classical point of view, the dipole moment of the dimer is simply
the summation of the dipole moment vectors of the non-interacting monomers. However,
for molecular systems, the presence of a dipole next to another sufficiently perturbs the
charge density throughout the backbone of the molecule and hence the dipole moment of
the dimer may not equal to the sum of the dipole moments of the monomer. However,
there is no thumb rule whatsoever that can predict the enhancement or reduction of dipole
moment of the dimer. In figure 4.4, we compare the dipole moments of the dimeric
systems with the sum of the dipole moments of the monomers and contrast between the
variation of the dipole moments of U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T and Me4T with the external
electric field.
From figure 4.4, it is evident that the dipole moments of the dimers are in all cases
more than the sum of the individual dipole moments of the monomers. However, what is
interesting is that, while the dipole moments of the strongly H-bonded systems U, Me2U,
T, Me2T increase with increase in the applied external field strength, that of the dimers of
Me4U and Me4T decrease with the same. This can be understood by considering the
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corresponding monomers. In the fully optimized structures of Me4U and Me4T, the C
atoms of the lateral methyl groups are forced out of planarity from the nodal plane of the
π bond to minimize the Me-Me steric interactions. Analysis of the Mulliken charges show
that the lateral Me-N bond moments act opposite to the C=O bond moment, thus,
decreasing the dipole moments of Me4U and Me4T drastically. As we increase the
external field strength, the N atoms become more and more negatively charged, thereby
increasing the lateral Me-N bond moment, consequently leading to the decrease in the
dipole moment of the monomer. From figure 4.4, it is also evident that for strongly
interacting systems like U, Me2U, T and Me2T, the enhancement in the dipole moments is
more than that of Me4U and Me4T systems.
We further calculate the stabilization of the dimeric systems with varying electric
field, as shown in figure 4.5. The stabilization energy of the dimer in presence of an
electric field is defined as the stabilization energy of the dimer minus the sum of the
energies of the monomers in the same electric field [27]. We find that for the H-bonded
systems, viz. U, Me2U, T and Me2T, the interaction (stabilization) energy between the
monomers increases with increase in the field strength, whereas for Me4U and Me4T the
dimeric systems become unstable with increasing electric field. The energy of interaction
between the monomers in the dimeric systems can be further broken down in terms of
electrostatic (attractive) terms and orbital interaction terms through the Morukuma [12]
analysis.
From the standpoint of the Kohn-Sham MO theory, one can decompose the total
energy of a system into the bond energy between its fragments. The fragments maybe
defined in such a case to obtain a relevant picture of the contributions of orbital,
electrostatic, polarization and charge-transfer interactions toward the overall interactions
between the fragments. Thus, this decomposition allows one to qualitatively investigate
the role of the individual interactions (into which the interaction energy has been broken
down) when a supermolecule is formed. The overall bond energy ΔE is broken down into
the following terms:

E  E prep  Eint
 (E prep , geo  E prep ,el )  Eint

(4.1)

 (E prep , geo  E prep ,el )  EES  EEX  EPOL  ECT
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where, E prep is the energy required to deform the separated fragments from their
equilibrium structure to the geometry they acquire in the overall molecule ( E prep , geo ),
and to excite them to their valence electronic configuration ( E perp ,el ). Eint is the
interaction energy between the fragments which is further broken down into four
components, electrostatic ( EES ), exchange ( EEX ), polarization ( EPOL ), and chargetransfer ( ECT ), in accordance with the Kitaura-Morukuma scheme [12]. According to this
scheme, the wavefunctions of the two isolated subunits of the complex  A and  B are
computed separately. This pair of wavefunctions is taken as the starting point for an ab
initio calculation of the complex.

1   A B

(4.2)

It is noteworthy to realize here that, the electrons of A are antisymmetric within  A , and
similarly for that of B. However, no exchange is allowed between  A and  B . The zeroth
iteration of the SCF cycle yields an energy which differs from the total energy of the pair
of isolated subunits by an amount EES since it permits the field of each monomer to
interact with the density  A2 of the partner molecule, without perturbing its density. The
exchange energy is extracted by repeating the SCF procedure, however, this time
permitting interchange of electrons between A and B:

2  AAB  A B

(4.3)

where, AAB denotes an antisymmetric combination of the wavefunctions. For the cases
where one considers an H-bonded system, the interaction is in-between two closed shell
systems. For such systems, the exchange interaction is repulsive in nature. This is similar
to the classical picture of ‘steric repulsion’ between charge clouds. Starting with 1 , and
enforcing the restriction of no-exchange between electrons in the fragments A and B,
convergence of the iterative SCF procedure permits the electrons in each subunit to relax
in presence of its partner. The extra stabilization gained as a result of this relaxation is
associated with the polarization of one subunit by the other. This is labeled as EPOL . A
similar SCF relaxation, but now allowing the full anti-symmetrization of all electrons,
yields the charge transfer energy ECT . This arises due to transfer of electrons from the
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Figure 4.6 (i): HOMO-LUMO orbital plots for U (I), Me2U (II), Me4U (III). HOMO (a);
LUMO (b).
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Figure 4.6 (ii): HOMO-LUMO orbital plots for T (I), Me2T (II), Me4T (III). HOMO (a);
LUMO (b).
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occupied MOs of one subunit to the unoccupied MOs of the other subunit. The HOMO
and LOMO plots, clearly indicative of charge transfer in donor-acceptor systems, are
shown in figure 4.6.
The comparison of the orbital interaction terms can be particularly informative as
these terms account for the electron pair bonding, charge-transfer (HOMO-LUMO) and
polarization interactions [28]. It is interesting to note that, for all these systems, the trend
in the variation of the energy of interaction is governed primarily by the electrostatic
energy term. As inferred from the variation of dipole moment with increasing external
electric field, the electrostatic energy (stabilization) decreases for the case of Me4U and
Me4T, whereas it increases for the rest. This is because the purely electrostatic interaction
(stabilizing) energy term between two dipoles is proportional to the product of the dipole
moments of the monomers, and inversely proportional to the cubic of their separation.
However, what is noteworthy is that the orbital interaction terms are nearly constant for
all the cases. The slight decrease in the orbital interaction terms with increasing field
strength for the sulfur analogs is due to the fact that the C-S pi bonds are weaker than CO pi bonds, and are relatively more polarizable, and hence more perturbed by the electric
field.
To understand the effect of H-bonding and dipolar interactions on the linear and
non-linear optical properties, we calculate the polarizability (α) and 1st frequency
dependent hyperpolarizability, β(ω), with varying chain lengths of such linear systems.
For the calculation of α and β(ω), we have used an external a.c field of 0.001 a.u [29].
We find that α increases linearly with increasing chain length for all systems. However
the βn(ω) shows remarkable features, as shown in figure 4.7.
We find that for the U and Me4U, βn(ω) increases up to n=2, then decreases, and
an oscillatory pattern is obtained. However for Me2U, βn(ω) initially decreases up to n=2,
and then increases drastically. The case for the sulfur analogs is, however, completely
different. For T and Me2T, βn(ω) increases up to n=2, but then decreases up to n=7 and
n=5, respectively, after which it increases again. However for Me4T, we find that after
n=2, βn(ω) increases drastically up to n=10. To understand the effect of the
intermolecular interaction in such systems on the magnitude of βn(ω), we look at the
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Figure 4.7: variation of α [O-analogues (a), S-analogues (b)] and β [O-analogues (a), Sanalogues (b)] with increase in chain length. Solid line, dashed line, and solid line with
squares indicate corresponding systems with increasing molecular weight, in the same
order.

Figure 4.8: Variation of ground state dipole moment [O-analogues (a), S-analogues (c)]
and optical gaps [O-analogues (b), S-analogues (d)] with increase in chain length. Solid
line, dashed line, and solid line with squares indicate corresponding systems with
increasing molecular weight, in the same order.
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parameters that govern it carefully. Within the framework of the two-state model, the
frequency dependent second harmonic generation can be written as [11],

 ( )two level 

 ge f ge  ge
2e 2
3
2
2 ( ge   2 )( ge 2  4 2 )

(4.4)

where, ωge is the optical transition energy, fge is the associated oscillator strength, and
Δµge is the difference between the ground- and excited-state dipole moments. To
qualitatively understand the dependence of the magnitude of β(ω) on these microscopic
parameters, we compare the variation of the optical energy gap and the ground state
dipole moment with increasing molecularity (n) of the linear aggregates, as shown in
figure 4.8.
We find that, while the dipole moment increases linearly with increase in chain
length, the optical gap decreases sharply as we move to the dimer, and continues to
decrease after that with increase in n, however, with a much lesser slope. From equation
4.4, the β(ω) value is directly proportional to Δµge and inversely proportional to the
optical gap, ωge. We find that the optical gaps of the linear chains of Me4U are much
higher than that of the other O-analogues. On the other hand, the optical gaps of the linear
chains of the S-analogues are more or less comparable. The trend in the variation of the
dipole moments with n is similar for both the O and S analogues. At n=10, the β(ω) value
for Me2U is the highest, owing to the lowest optical gap and the highest dipole moment.
On the other hand at n=10, the β(ω) value for Me4T is the highest, although both the
dipole moment and optical gap indicate that Me2T should have the highest β(ω) value. It
should be noted here that the two-state model is a qualitative picture, and as has been
given in equation (1.1.21) of chapter 1, the magnitude of β(ω) actually involves summing
over all the intermediate states.
To estimate the effect of dipolar interactions and H-bonding on the charge carrier
mobilities in U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T and Me4T systems, we compare the electron and
hole mobilities considering the crystals [18] of these molecules. To a reasonable
approximation, each hopping process can be understood as a non adiabatic electron
transfer reaction. For such cases, we utilize the Markus theory [30-32] to calculate the
rate of charge transfer between neighboring molecules.
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Figure 4.9: Radial distribution function for (a) U (black), Me2U (red), and Me4U (blue);
and (b) T (black), Me2T (red), and Me4T (blue) in 2 x 2 x 2 supercells. Note that a
Lorentzian broadening factor of 0.1 is used for smoothening the crystalline δ functions at
the peak positions, x axis readings of which are indicated in the appropriate colors.
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Figure 4.10 (a): Molecular contacts between the columnar layers in I (U), II (Me2U) and
III (Me4U) indicating the intermolecular distances (in Å). IIa and IIb indicate two
different molecular contacts for the Me2U system.
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Figure 4.10 (b): Molecular contacts between the columnar layers in I (T), II (Me2T) and
III (Me4T) indicating the intermolecular distances (in Å).
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For a detailed understanding of the contribution of the different molecular
contacts on the charge carrier mobilities in these systems, we consider 2  2  2 supercells
of the systems. We calculate the radial distribution function, g(r), maintaining a center of
distance of 10.0 Å as cutoff, as shown in figure 4.9. We find from the g(r) plot that the
most significant molecular contacts are at short distances ranging from 4.00 – 7.50 Å. We
also find that in the crystal structures, the molecular contacts involve different relative
orientations with respect to each other. As the relative orientation of the molecules are
very important in realizing the proper magnitudes of the coupling matrix elements, and
hence the electron and hole mobilities, we probed into the crystal structure to have a
proper understanding of the types of molecular contacts present. We find that, in the
crystal structures, apart from the linear packing of the molecules in the columnar layers
(as mentioned before), there also exists parallel and anti parallel stacking. The different
molecular contacts due to the stacking between different columnar layers, and the
corresponding intermolecular distances are shown in figure 4.10. To ensure that
molecular contacts at reasonably large distances do not contribute to the splitting of the
HOMO and LUMO levels, we calculated the Hmn splitting as a function of intermolecular
distances considering various orientations of the molecular contacts. We find that for the
molecular contacts as observed in the crystal structures of U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T and
Me4T, the Hmn vanishes for values greater than 8.00 Å. The Hmn and the reorganization
energies (λ) for the hole and electron for all the systems in different molecular contacts
(linear and stacking orientations) are given in table 4.2. From these values, we calculate
the values of the electron and hole mobilities (in cm2V-1s-1) for the entire crystal systems
are given in table 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the hole and electron Hmn and λ values for U, Me2U, Me4U, T,
Me2T and Me4T. Units are in Hartrees. ‘l’ and ‘s’ indicate linear (intra-columnar) and
stacking (inter-columnar) contacts, respectively.

system

Reorganization energy (λ)
hole

electron

U

1.0299 102

1.2969 103

Me2U

7.4768 103

1.9836 103

Me4U

9.918 103

1.709 103

T

7.081 103

2.441 103

Me2T

1.294 102

2.258 103

Me4T

2.166 102

5.091 103

Hmn
l
s
l
s
l
s
l
s
l
s
l
s

hole
9.18 102
4.93 102
4.85 102
4.00 102
2.05 102
1.74 102
3.92 102
2.85 102
2.00 102
9.12 103
8.69 102
6.64 102

electron
7.70 103
6.58 103
5.88 103
6.05 103
5.29 103
5.26 103
4.05 103
1.83 103
3.56 103
2.25 103
4.81 103
5.07 103

Table 4.3: Comparison of the hole and electron mobilities for U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T
and Me4T. Mobilities are reported in cm2 V-1 s-1.
system
U
Me2U
Me4U
T
Me2T
Me4T

µhole
0.226
0.174
0.018
0.165
0.171
0.013

µelectron
0.042
0.028
0.027
0.009
0.008
0.007

Although we find that aggregates of urea and thiourea, and their methyl derivatives have
poor charge carrier mobilities, especially when compared to organic semiconductors like
naphthalene and perylene [19, 33-35], it is important to note that the strongly H-bonded
systems (U, Me2U, T and Me2T) have hole mobility values higher than that for the
electron.
As mentioned before, there are two types of molecular contacts that we observe
from the crystal structures of these systems. Since, in this study, we focus on the
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electrical polarizations and charge transfer efficiencies in linear chains of U, Me2U,
Me4U, T, Me2T and Me4T, we find it interesting to decompose the total mobility values
of the crystal in terms of the two classes of molecular contacts; viz. the linear contacts
and the stacked anti-parallel contacts. These values are presented in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Comparison of the hole and electron mobilities for U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T
and Me4T arising from different molecular contacts. Mobilities are reported in cm2 V-1 s-1.
system
U
Me2U
Me4U
T
Me2T
Me4T

Linear Contacts
µhole
µelectron
0.162
0.023
0.127
0.010
0.012
0.014
0.091
0.008
0.103
0.006
0.011
0.004

Stacked Contacts
µhole
µelectron
0.064
0.019
0.047
0.018
0.006
0.013
0.074
0.001
0.068
0.002
0.002
0.003

Thus, we find that, linear contacts in the crystal systems of U, Me2U, Me4U, T, Me2T and
Me4T have much higher contribution to hole mobilities.
In conclusion, we have calculated the linear and non-linear polarizability of linear
chains of urea and thiourea and their alkyl derivatives. We find that strongly H-bonded
chains of urea, thiourea, and their dimethyl derivatives, where three-center-two-hydrogen
bonds exist per intermolecular contacts are not a good choice for NLO materials. We also
find that the strength of H-bonding greatly affects the magnitude of the NLO responses,
even when the relative orientations of interacting molecules are similar. Thus, while the
magnitude of β(ω) of strongly H-bonded linear aggregates of dimethyl urea increase with
increase in chain length, that of urea (with similar strengths of H-bonding) decreases with
the same. On the other hand, among the sulfur analogues, the magnitude of β(ω) for
linear aggregates of tetramethyl thiourea show the highest rate of increase with increase
in chain length. This arises due to the difference in the electronegativities of O and S, as
well as due to the fact that C=S π bonds, being less stable than C=O π bonds, are more
polarizable than the latter. Thus, although, the enhancement in dipole moments with
increasing chain length considerably increases the linear polarizability, we find that the
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trend in the β(ω) cannot be generalized. We further show that the dipole-dipole (i.e.
electrostatic) interactions are the major contributory effect toward H-bonding in these
systems. We also find that, with increasing electric fields induce stronger H-bonding in
linear aggregates of U, Me2U, T and Me2T, whereas the strength of dipolar interaction in
the linear aggregates of the dialkyl derivatives decreases with the same. We also compare
the charge carrier mobilities in linear aggregates of such systems. We find that although
the overall charge carrier mobilities of the linear aggregates of urea, thiourea and their
methyl derivatives are low, H-bonded systems have higher hole mobility values in
comparison to that for the electron. We also compare the role of orientation in fine-tuning
the electron and hole mobilities in these systems.
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V.

Semiconductor to Metal Transition in Single Walled
Carbon Nanotubes upon Interactions with Noble
Metals: The Nature of Interactions

Introduction:
Carbon is probably the most studied element in the periodic table, not just because it is
the 4th most abundant element on the earth but because of its versatility in forming a
wide range of structures in the elemental form. The variety of these structures, called
allotropes, range from the relatively well known structures like amorphous carbon,
diamond and graphite, to the more recent fullerenes [1], carbon nanotubes [2], and
nanofibres [3]. Recent research has also lead to the discovery of other allotropes like
aggregated diamond nanorods [4], lonsdaleite [5], glassy carbon [6], carbon nanofoam [7]
and linear acetylenic carbon [8]. It is with the discovery of fullerenes [9] in 1985, and
graphene [10] and carbon nanotubes [11-13] that the chemistry and physics of carbon
took a new turn. Graphene has been gaining prominence only recently due to the recent
progress in experimental techniques [14], however carbon nanotubes have been the
subject of extensive studies in the last two decades owing to their relative ease of
synthesis and fascinating properties. Although single wall carbon nanotubes may be
realized by rolling a sheet of graphene into a tubular structure, they exhibit properties
much different from those of graphene.
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) exhibit attractive properties, both from
the synthetic and application perspectives. The interesting properties of carbon
nanotubes, coupled with the technological advancements in optical instruments has led to
the spate of activity in this field resulting in significant breakthroughs in structureproperty correlations [15] and chemo-synthetic insights [16]. Apart from the fascinating
properties of the pristine carbon nanotubes, recent developments involving composites of
SWNTs with systems like CdS [17] and polymers [18-20] being employed as optoelectronic devices are immense. Furthermore, SWNTs doped with various atoms like B
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and N offer promising applicabilities as chemical sensors [21], nano-medicines [22], and
DNA recognizers [23]. SWNTs also find use as quantum wire FETs, as being assembled
into hybrid materials behaving as rectifying diodes as well as charge-transfer induced
light harvesting semiconductor-CNT assemblies [24].
Interactions of SWNTs with metals involve modulation of the electronic structure
of the SWNTs. Experimental investigations in this regard have a certain drawback
considering the fact that understandings cannot be pinpointed to either metallic or
semiconducting SWNTs, unless adequate measures are taken to isolate one from the
other [25-28]. When such measures are taken, SWNT composites prove to be exciting
materials from the viewpoint of modulation of the band structure, which is
experimentally realized by monitoring the increment in the Raman G band, accompanied
by a decrease in the line width [29], depending on whether the SWNTs are metallic or
semiconducting [30]. However, chemical functionalization of SWNTs towards achieving
SWNT composites is not preferable, as this severely alters the electronic structure. To
this regard, SWNT composites involving physisorbed metals prove to be very interesting.
Metals like Pt, Al, Ag and even Au have been deposited onto SWNTs [31-37] to study
the metal-CNT interactions in the recent years. These involve both capping the termini as
well as curvatures of the SWNTs with different metals. SWNTs have even been used as
templates to develop linear chains of certain metals like Ti [38]. Furthermore, the metal
attached to the SWNTs can be functionalized for further applications. [39].
In this chapter, we attempt to elucidate the nature of interactions between metallic
clusters of the noble metals Au and Pt of varying geometries and SWNTs of various
chiralities. We also attempt to rationalize the extent of interactions necessary to
sufficiently modulate the band gap of pristine metallic and semiconducting SWNTs,
separately, and comment on the metal-semiconductor (and vice-versa) transitions of the
composites.

Computational Procedure:
This study is based on first-principles spin-polarized density functional theory. The
SIESTA code [40] was employed to perform fully self-consistent calculation of the
Kohn-Sham equations. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded using linear combinations
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of pseudoatomic orbitals proposed by Sankey-Nikelewski [41]. For the exchange and
correlation term, the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is used as proposed by
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [42]. Core electrons are replaced by non-local, normconserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials [43]. Valence electrons are described
within the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) and a double-zeta basis set with
a polarization function. A cut-off of 150 Ry for the grid integration was utilized to
represent the charge density. A Monkhorst-Pack [44] grid of 1x1x60 was used for the
Brillouin zone integration, where the tube is placed along the z-axis. The relaxed atomic
configurations of the tubes were obtained by a minimization of the total energy using the
Hellman-Feymann forces including Pulay-like corrections. Structural optimizations were
performed in all calculations using conjugate gradient algorithm until the residual forces
were always smaller than 0.05 eV/Å.

Results and discussion:
To understand the nature of interaction of carbon SWNTs with physisorbed metals, we
consider metal systems with various nuclearities and geometries. We report here our
results from calculations on composite systems involving the noble metals Au and Pt
together with both metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes. SWNTs can be either
metallic or semiconducting depending on the geometry of how the graphene sheet is
rolled up into a tube (i.e. diameter and chirality). The unique properties of the SWNTs are
caused by the quantum confinement of the mobile π electrons normal to the carbon
nanotube’s long axis. In the radial direction, the electrons are confined by the monolayer
thickness of the graphene sheet. Consequently, electrons can propagate only along the
carbon nanotube axis. The sharp intensity peaks in the DOS of the SWNTs are due to
one-dimensional quantum conduction. Metallic SWNTs have finite DOS at the Fermi
energy, while semiconducting SWNTs have small band gaps (< 1 eV) that decrease with
increasing diameter of the SWNT. An empirical relation that usually suffices for this
is, E g  0.8eV / d , where d is the diameter of the SWNT. Therefore, in order to elucidate
the nature of interactions of physisorbed metals with pristine SWNTs, and to estimate the
extent to which such interactions can modulate the electronic structure of the SWNTs, we
chose metallic and semiconducting SWNTs with sufficiently small diameters.
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We choose SWNTs of chiralities (6, 0), (6, 6), (8, 0), and (10, 0). The first two of
the above mentioned four SWNTs are metallic, while the latter two are semiconducting.
From our calculations, we find that the band gaps for the (8, 0), and (10, 0) are 0.53 and
0.68 eV, respectively. On comparison with values reported in recent literature [45, 46],
we find that our results are in good agreement. To study the composites, we consider
zigzag chains and metal clusters of Au and Pt. We also consider composites wherein the
whole external curvature of the SWNT is covered by a cylindrical monolayer of Au and
Pt atoms. We present our results systematically.
First we consider adsorbed Au and Pt chains on the SWNT surface. For
calculating the binding energy per atom of the metal chain onto the SWNTs (defined as
the difference between the total energy of the metal-deposited SWNT and the sum of the
total energies of the individual SWNT and the free metal chain), we calculate the
energies of the pristine SWNT, the free-standing metal chain, and the metal-deposited
SWNT composite. The binding energy values, Eb, indicated in table 5.1, clearly indicate
that Au and Pt chains are most likely physisorbed [38] onto the SWNTs. Upon interaction
with the SWNT the metal-metal bond distance decreased in all the cases. Further, we find
that the distance of the metal from the external surface of the SWNT, depends not only
on the choice of the metal but also on the chirality of the tube, although the variations
with changes in chirality are small. The metal-metal as well as Metal-SWNT distances
are indicated in table 5.2. The deviation from the circular tube, measured by the aspect
ratio (rmax/rmin) [47] in this case is less than 1%.
Table 5.1: Binding energies (eV) for the metal chains deposited onto the SWNTs of
different chiralities (indicated in parenthesis). Positive energies indicate stabilization.
(6,0)

(6,6)

(8,0)

(10,0)

Au

0.262

0.274

0.422

0.410

Pt

0.331

0.347

0.390

0.402
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Table 5.2: Metal-Metal bonding distance (Å) in the metal-SWNT composites after full
relaxation. The Au-Au and Pt-Pt distances in the optimized free standing chain were 2.53
and 2.41 Å respectively.
6,0

6,6

8,0

10,0

Au-Au

2.48

2.48

2.50

2.51

Pt-Pt

2.37

2.37

2.38

2.39

Au-SWNT

2.76

2.78

2.84

2.88

Pt-SWNT

2.68

2.69

2.73

2.77

Upon interaction, the band gap of the semiconducting SWNTs, viz. for the (8,0) and the
(10,0) tubes vanish, however, the single metallic chain fails to alter the electronic
structure of the tubes considerably. There is a shift in the Fermi energy, however, the
density of stated (DOS) at the Fermi level still remains zero, as indicated in figure 5.1.
However, we also find that, compared to the pristine SWNTs, the band gap decreases
after interaction with the single chain of the metals, Au and Pt. We find similar results
from our calculations of Au-(10,0) SWNT and Pt-(10,0) SWNT composites. The band
gaps are indicated in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Comparison of the band gaps (eV) of the pristine (8, 0) and (10, 0) SWNTs
with Metal-(8, 0) and Metal-(10, 0) composites, where Metal = Au and Pt.
(8, 0)

(10, 0)

Pristine SWNT

0.53

0.68

Au-SWNT

0.27

0.23

Pt-SWNT

0.16

0.14

To increase the extent of interaction further, we consider two chains of metal, located on
diametrically opposite sides of the SWNT. Interestingly, in this case, we find that the
overall metal-SWNT composite shows a metallic character. The DOS projected onto the
SWNT, still, however, shows that the SWNTs remain semiconducting, as shown in figure
5.2. We find that in the optimized structures of the metal chain-SWNT composites,
shown in figure 5.3, each metal atom sits above a hexagon of the SWNT. For the metalSWNT,
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Figure 5.1: Density of States plots for metal-chain-SWNT composites. (a) Au-(8,0)
SWNT and (b) Pt-(8,0) SWNT

Figure 5.2: Density of States plots for metal-SWNT composites with two chains [on
diametrically opposite sides of SWNT] for (a) Au-(8,0) SWNT and (b) Pt-(8,0) SWNT.
The thick solid lines, dashed lines, and the thin solid lines indicate, respectively, the DOS
for the metal-SWNT composite, the pDOS for the metal and the SWNT.
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a

b

c

Figure 5.3: (a) Optimized structure of adsorbed Au chain on (8,0) CNT indicating
position of Au atoms (5 unit cells are shown). Sidewise view of (b) one Au chain and
(c) two Au chains on the (8,0) CNT (3 unit cells are shown).
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Figure 5.4: Optimized structure of the cylindrical monolayer of (a) Au and (b) Pt
covering the whole surface of the CNT. Four unit cells are shown. The metal atoms adopt
a rhombic arrangement, with alternating metal –metal bond lengths, as shown in the
adjoining figure.
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composites consisting of the metallic tubes, viz. (6,0) and (6,6), we find that there is a
finite density of states at the Fermi energy, indicating that there is no transition to
semiconducting character.
To further increase the extent of interaction between the metal and the SWNT, we
consider next, cylindrical monolayers of Au and Pt. In the fully optimized structures, we
find that the full external curvature of the SWNT is covered by the monolayer of the
metal, as shown in Figure 5.4. The average distance, at which the metal atoms are located
from the surface, i.e. the difference between the radius of the cylindrical monolayer of
metal and the radius of the SWNT is 2.84 Å and 2.82 Å for the Au-SWNT and the PtSWNT systems, respectively. It is noteworthy to mention here that the metal atoms in the
cylindrical monolayer form a distorted rhombic geometry, the distortion being necessary
to accommodate the curvature of the SWNT. The metal-metal bond length alternates
between two values, as shown schematically in figure 5.4. For Au, the bond distances are
2.76 and 2.73 Å, while for Pt, the distances are 2.69 and 2.72 Å. Interestingly, due to
strong interactions between the metal monolayer and the SWNT, we observe transition of
the semiconducting SWNTs to metallic character. The DOS plots for the composites of
the cylindrical metal monolayer and SWNTs are shown in Figure 5.5. It is very
interesting to note that, with such strong interaction between the pristine semiconducting
SWNT and the cylindrical monolayer of the metal, not only do the metal-SWNT
composites become metallic, but, as seen from the projected density of states (pDOS)
plots (figure 5.5), the SWNTs also become metallic. However, as in the earlier cases, the
metallic tubes, viz. those with chiralities (6,0) and (6,6), upon interaction with either
cylindrical monolayer of Au and Pt metals, fail to show any change in the DOS at the
Fermi level.
Structural evidences obtained from high-resolution microscopy [48] reveal that
the smallest metal nano-clusters deposited on the SWNTs are of sizes of the order of 2-3
nm. Metal clusters of even such small dimensions have, on a rough estimate, more than
500 atoms. Ab initio computational studies involving so many atoms are very expensive.
Theoretically speaking, one can have a rough estimate of the nature of interactions
between metal clusters and SWNTs by considering clusters of smaller sizes by
extrapolating a similar trend of results from calculations on small clusters of various
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Figure 5.5: DOS plots for the cylindrical monolayers adsorbed on the (8,0) SWNT.
pDOS for the metal-SWNT composite (thick solid line), metal (dashed line), and SWNT
(thin solid line) for (a) Pt and (b) Au.

Figure 5.6: DOS plots for the (a) Au40-(8,0) SWNT and (b) Au12-(8,0) SWNT
composites. pDOS for the metal-SWNT composite (thick solid line), metal (dashed line),
and SWNT (thin solid line).
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nuclearities. In order to understand the effect of metal clusters (adsorbed onto the external
curvature of the SWNTs) on their electronic structure, we consider Au and Pt clusters of
various nuclearities. We present here typical results from our calculations involving
clusters of nuclearities 12 and 40. To ensure that consecutive clusters do not interact with
each other, we replicate individual clusters along the direction of periodicity of the
SWNT. We follow the variation of the energy of the metal clusters with integral
multiples of the translation vector of the pristine SWNT. When the energy of the clusters
becomes constant, we assume that there are no interactions between individual clusters in
the direction of periodicity. We find that the distances along the direction of periodicities
at which the clusters do not interact are larger than 13 Å. For the Au-cluster-SWNT
composites, it is sufficient to take 4 times and 5 times the translation vectors of the (8,0)
SWNT for the Au12 and Au40 clusters respectively, i.e. 17.08 and 21.35 Å, respectively.
As an initial guess, the clusters were placed ‘on’ the (8,0) SWNT external curvature so
that one vertex was at a distance of 3.0 Å from the nearest C atom. Interestingly, after full
geometry relaxation, the clusters retain their symmetrical structure, with the nearest
proximity of the cluster to the external curvature of the SWNT being 2.6 Å and 2.4 Å for
the Au12 and Au40 clusters, respectively. The electronic structure of the optimized Au12SWNT and Au40-SWNT composites show that the system is metallic. The DOS projected
onto the SWNT shows that the (8,0) SWNT has become metallic, with finite density of
states at the Fermi level. The DOS and pDOS plots for the Au12-SWNT and Au40-SWNT
composites are shown in figure 5.6. The optimized geometries of Au12-SWNT and Au40SWNT composites are shown in figure 5.7. Again, as in all the earlier cases, the metallic
SWNTs fail to show any transformation into semiconducting character.
In order to understand the mechanism of semiconductor-metal transition, we have
calculated the energy and charge densities of the composites by varying the distance
between the Au fragments and the SWNT. Since, the semiconductor-metal transition was
observed for Au12-SWNT composites as well, we calculated the interaction energy as a
function of the distance between the Au12 cluster and the SWNT. The initial structure
chosen was the fully relaxed geometry of the Au12-SWNT composite. As mentioned
earlier, in the fully relaxed geometry, the nearest proximity of the cluster to the external
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Figure 5.7: Optimized structure of the (a) Au12-SWNT and (b) Au40-SWNT composite.
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Figure 5.8: Interaction energy (solid line) between the Au fragment and the (8, 0)SWNT in the Au-(8, 0) SWNT composite, scaled w.r.t the energy minima for the
composites where the Au fragments are (a) a single chain of Au, (b) an Au12 cluster. The
minima correspond to (a) -6754.8225 and (b) -8563.2065 eV. The dashed line indicates
the 1/r dependence of energy fitted to the equation, E  A1 / d , where d is the shortest
distance between the Au fragment and the SWNT surface.
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curvature of the SWNT is 2.6 Å.
We varied the distance between these two atoms to see the variation of energy of
interaction, defined as, Eint  E Au  SWNT  (E Au  ESWNT ) . We find that the interaction
energy varies inversely with the distance considered, d (Å), as shown in figure 5.8,
clearly indicating that the semiconductor-metal transition is due to Coulombic chargetransfer. Interestingly, such interactions are due to resonance between the Au-plasmon
band and the excitation continuum of the SWNTs. From a charge density analysis, we
also find that electron density at the outermost valence orbitals increases, while that at the
carbon atoms at the closes proximity to the Au cluster decreases. Thus our results
indicate that such a phase transfer is primarily due to Coulombic charge transfer between
Au and SWNT systems.
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